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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Official Proceedings of the 
Twelfth Meeting of the Board of Trustees 
June 3, 1969 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
The Board of Trustees met on Tuesday, June 3, 1969, 
at 2:30 p. m., in Fawcett Hall, Wright State University, Dayton, 
Ohio. 
The meeting was called to order by Chairman Gelman. 
The Secretary called the roll: 
Present: Harry K. Crowl 
Edgar E. Hardy 
Harry P. Jeffrey 
John E. Keto 
George W. Lucas 
Richard 0. Michael 
Robert S. Gelman 
Absent: James M. Cox, Jr. 
Mike M. Liskany 
II. PROOF OF NOTICE 
The Secretary noted that the meeting had been properly 
called by written notification and that a quorum was present. 
III. MINUTES 
Without objection the Minutes of the March 25, 1969, 
meeting were approved as they had been distributed to Board 
members. 
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IV. REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN 

A. Appointment and Confirmation of Mr. Crowl. 
The Chairman noted the appointment by the Governor of 
Harry K. Crowl as a Member of the Board of Trustees of Wright 
State University to complete the unexpired term of Eugene W. 
Kettering, deceased. The Chairman welcomed Mr. Crowl to 
the Board. 
B. Mr. Kettering. 
The Chairman requested the Board to stand for a moment of 
silence in memory of Eugene W. Kettering. Mr. Jeffrey moved the 
adoption of the following Resolution: 
RESOLUTION 69-25 
WHEREAS Eugene W. Kettering served as a member of the 
Wright State Campus Advisory Committee; and 
WHEREAS Mr. Kettering was appointed to the initial Board 
of Trustees of Wright State University by the Governor; and 
WHEREAS Mr. Kettering up to the time of his death on April 
19, 1969, had distinguished himself in his service to this Board of 
Trustees and University; and 
WHEREAS Mr. Kettering throughout his life had similiarly 
distinguished himself through his substantial contributions of time, 
ability and financial resources to the fields of education, health, 
engineering, and the general improvement of the human condition; 
therefore be it 
RESOLVED that this Board express its deeply felt sense of 
loss at the passing of this noble gentleman; and be it further 
RESOLVED that this Board extend to the family of our 
departed friend the warmest and most sincere condolences; and 
be it further 
RESOLVED that the Secretary be directed to send a copy 
of this Resolution to Mrs. Virginia Kettering. 
The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto and unanimously 
adopted. 
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V. COMMITTEE REPORTS 

Academic Affairs Committee. 
As Chairman of the Academic Affairs Committee Dr. Hardy 
reported that the Committee had met with the President and the 
Dean of the Division of Liberal Arts in regard to Guidelines for 
Non-tenured Instructors in the Division of Liberal Arts. Dr. Hardy 
read the following letter from Dean Baker to Dr. Golding: 
May 13, 1969 
President Brage Golding 
Wright State University 
Dear President Golding: 
I am pleased to forward to you, with my endorsement, the 
Policies Regarding Instructors in the Division of Liberal 
Arts. These policies were approved by the Division of 
Liberal Arts on May 7. 1969. In a separate memo to you 
the Chairmen of the Departments in Liberal Arts have affixed 
their signatures indicating their approval of the document. 
On behalf of the Division of Liberal Arts I would like to 
request that you give your approval to the document and 
forward it to the Board of Trustees for their approval at 
the June meeting. 
Sincerely, 
William D. Baker 
Dean of Liberal Arts 
WDB:ncf 
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Dr. Hardy moved as follows: 
The Board of Trustees of Wright State University has 
received and examined a document designated as "The Policies 
Regarding Instructors in the Division of Liberal Arts, #12 
Revised May 7, 1969." 
The Board commends the Dean, the departmental Chair­
men, and the faculty of the Division of Liberal Arts, as well 
as the President, on the development of these guidelines which 
might be applied to the employment of non-tenured instructors 
in the Division. Such constructive joint deliberation, among the 
faculty and administration, is in the best interest of the University. 
Section 3352. 03 of the Ohio Revised Code provides in part 
as follows: 
...The board of trustees of Wright State University 
shall employ, fix the compensation of, and remove, 
the president and such number of professors, teachers, 
and other employees as may be deemed necessary... 
In execution of its mandatory duties under this law, in every, 
case, the renewal or non-renewal of the one-year contract of 
any non-tenured instructor, is in fact and law an action of this 
Board, and not of any other agency or person; the action to renew 
such a contract is an action to "enp;pli@;St" pursuant to this section 
of law. 
The guidelines recently developed by the faculty and 
administration of the Division of Liberal Arts are procedures 
whereby the faculty and administration of that Division will 
recommend renewal and non-renewal of one-year contracts of 
non-tenured instructors, through the President, to the Board of 
Trustees for its approval or disapproval. The Board of Trustees 
extends its best wishes to the Division for the successful application 
of these internal procedures toward the professional advancement 
of its faculty and program, but with the understanding that the 
ultimate decision in instant cases still remains, and must remain 
under the law, in the Board of Trustees. 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Jeffrey and unanimously 
adopted. 
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VI. REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT 
A. University Calendar. 
Dr. Golding reported that the Academic Council had 
prepared a University Calendar and had recommended its 
adoption in accordance with Section 3. 06 of the Code of 
Regulations. Dr. Golding endorsed the recommendation. 
Mr. Lucas moved the adoption of the following 
Resolution: 
RESOLUTION 69-26 
BE IT RESOLVED that the following University Calendar 
be adopted for the 1969-1970 Academic Year: 
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR 
FIRST QUARTER - FALL 
September 25-26-27 Registration. 
September 29 (Monday) *Classes begin. 
November 5 (Wednesday) Last clay students may drop courses. 
November 26 (Wednesday) Classes end for Thanksgiving Vacation 
at 6:30 p. m. 
November 27-30 (Thursday­ Thanksgiving Vacation. 
Sunday) 
December 10 (Wednesday) Classes encl at 10:00 p. m. 
December 11 (Thursday) *Final examinations begin. 
December 16 (Tuesday) Final examinations end. 
*Classes which meet on Wednesday evenings may, at the 
discretion of the instructor, meet one additional time. 
SECOND QUARTER - WINTER 
January 5-6 (Monday and Tuesday) Registration. 
January 7 (Wednesday) *Classes begin. 
February 13 (Friday) 	 Last day students may drop courses 
without grades. 
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SECOND ~~ARTER - WINTER (Cont'd) 
March 17 (Tuesday) Classes end at 10:00 p. m. 
March 18 (Wednesday) *Final examinations begin. 
March 21 (Saturday) Final examinations end. 
*Classes which meet on Monday or Tuesday evenings may, 
at the discretion of the instructor, meet one additional time. 
THIRD QUARTER - SPRING 
March 30-31 (Monday and Tuesday) Registration. 
April l (Wednesday) *Classes begin. 
May 8 (Friday) Last day students may drop courses 
without grades. 
June 9 (Tuesday) Classes end at 10:00 p. m. 
June 10 (Wednesday) *Final examinations begin. 
June 13 (Saturday) Final examinations end. 
June 14 (Sunday) Commencement. 
*Classes which meet on Monday or Tuesday evenings may, 
at the discretion of the instructor, meet one additional time. 
FOURTH QUARTER - SUMMER (See also Fourth Quarter - Summer A and Summer B) 
June 17 (Wednesday) Registration 

June 18 (Thursday) Classes begin. 

July 4-5( Saturday and Sunday) Independence Day- -no classes 

July 17 (Friday) Last day students may drop courses 

without grades. 

August 22 (Saturday) Classes end at 5:30 p. m. 

August 24 (Monday) Finals begin. 

August 29 (Saturday) Finals end. 
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FOURTH QUARTER - SUMMER A (See also Fourth Quarter Summer and Summer B) 
June 18 (Thursday) Classes begin. 
July 3 (Friday) Last day students may drop courses 
without grades. 
July 4-5 (Saturday and Sunday) Independence Day--no classes 
July 15 (Wednesday) Classes end at 5:30 p.m. 
July 16 (Thursday) Finals begin. 
July 18 (Saturday) Finals end. 
FOURTH QUARTER - SUMMER B (See also Fourth Quarter Summer and Summer A) 
July 20 (Monday) Classes begin. 
August 5 (Wednesday) Last day students may drop courses 
without grades. 
August 22 (Saturday) Classes end at 5:30 p. m. 
August 24 (Monday) Finals begin. 
August 29 (Saturday) Finals end. 
The motion was seconded by Dr. Hardy and unanimously 
adopted. 
B. Master of Science Degree Programs. 
Dr. Golding noted that University records contained no 
indication that Master's Degree programs in Biology, Chemistry, 
Mathematics, and Systems En)?iineering had been approved by the 
Board of Trustees. The fpur j}:r;ograms '. had been'· des.igned by the 
respect:iJve departments, endorsed by the Dean of Science and 
Engineering, approved by the Graduate Council, and approved by 
the Ohio Board of Regents. The programs in Biology, Chemistry, 
and Mathematics received preliminary accreditation by the North 
Central Association in July, 1968. Dr. Golding recommended the 
approval of these four Master's Degree programs by the Board. 
Mr. Michael moved the adoption of the President's recom­
mendation. 
The motion was seconded by Dr. Hardy and unanimously 
adopted. 
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C. Intercollegiate Athletics. 
Dr. Golding reported that the Athletic Council had 
recommended the establishment of Intercollegiate Athletic 
programs in the sports of Baseball, Basketball, Golf, 
Gymnastics, and Wrestling in addition to the present Soccer 
program. 
The recommedation of the Athletic Council was based 
upon a petition circulated among the students and a subsequent 
poll of the students, who indicated not only a desire to enter 
into increased intercollegiate athletic programs, but also a 
concomitant willingness to increase fees in order to carry the 
costs of such programs. The Student Senate considered the 
matter and recommended that fees be increased by not more 
than two dollars per quarter for the support of intercollegiate 
athletics. That increase would yield enough funds to support 
the proposed sports. 
Dr. Golding endorsed the recommendation of the Athletic 
Council with the provision that each sport would be initiated 
only after the need and means of support for each had been 
ascertained and approved by the President. He suggested that 
the proposed fee increase be considered at a future meeting 
of the Board when income estimates have been more accurately 
determined. 
Dr. Keto moved the adoption of Dr. Golding's recommendation. 
The motion was seconded by Dr. Hardy and unanimously 
adopted. 
Dr. Hardy suggested that the Board consider the establish­
ment of long-range policy on Intercollegiate Athletics. 
D. 1969-70 Operating Budget. 
Dr. Golding presented the following Operating Budget for 
1969-70 with comparable figures for 1968-69 and explained the 
major increases included in the budget. 
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Operating Budget 
1968-69 1969-70 
I. Departmental Instruction $ 3, 452, 010 $ 4, 937' 650 
II. Instructional Services 142,980 246,200 
III. Libraries 419,239 583,900 
IV. Plant Operation & Maintenance 631,600 798, 300 
v. Student Services 361,006 556,700 
VI. General Expense 218, 950 283,750 
VII. General Administration 441,600 705,000 
Sub-Total, Main Campus $ 5,667,385 $ 8, 111, 500 
VIII. Off-Campus Instruction 92,700 372,200 
Sub-Total, Main Campus and 
Off Campus $ 5, 760, 085 $ 8, 483, 700 
Public Service 30,200 36, 350 
Auxiliary Enterprise 66,500 202,350 
Grand-Total $ 5, 856, 785 $ 8, 722, 400 
The only equipment included in the above budget is for 
the purchase of books and periodicals and for matching funds 
for a federal grant for the purchase of closed-circuit television 
instructional equipment. A Capital Equipment Budget will be 
presented to the Board at a future meeting after income estimates 
have been more accurately determined. 
Following a discussion of the implications of the increases, 
Dr. Golding explained that income estimates, based upon anticipated 
enrollment for the Summer and Fall, 1969, quarters, and using 
current state subsidy rates, current academic development funds, 
and current fees, totaled $7, 793, 800, or approximately $690, 000 
less than is needed to balance the Operating Budget for 1969-70. 
Hopefully the enrollment will be higher than anticipated and 
subsidy rates will be established by the Legislature which, 
together with a possible adjustment in fees charged to students, 
will bring the income into balance with the expenditures. 
Mr. Lucas moved the adoption of the following Resolution: 
RESOLUTION 69-27 
BE IT RESOLVED that the Wright State University Current 
Operating Budget for Fiscal Year 1969-70, presented to this Board 
on June 3, 1969, be adopted and the amounts therein be appropriated; 
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and be it further 
RESOLVED that the University President may limit the 
expenditure of such funds within any given category and may 
transfer any such funds within the total budgeted amount 
whenever this may be in the best interests of the University. 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Michael. The Chairman 
called for a roll call vote. The members voted as follows:· 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
MT. Lucas Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The 
Chairman declared the motion adopted. 
E. Confirmation of Appointments. 
Dr. Golding recommended the confirmation of the following 
appointments to the administrative and academic staff of the 
University since the last meeting of the Board: 
1. Mr. David W. Allaman is appointed Director-Personnel 
Services and Auxiliary Enterprises effective May 1, 1969. 
2. Mr. Lionel A. Proulx is appointed Special Assistant in 
the Business Office effective May 1, 1969. 
3. Mr. Thomas W. Keller is appointed Assistant Director 
of Institutional Research effective May 1, 1969. 
4. Mr. James C. Spirk is appointed Director of Classified 
Personnel effective May 1, 1969. 
5. Mr. Rust Gray is appointed Assistant Dean of the Division 
of Business Administration effective Jun~ 1, 1969. 
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6. Dr. Donald Schaefer is appointed Director of the Research 
and Instruction Computation Center on a half-time basis 
effective March 25, 1969. 
7. Dr. Robert P. Milheim is appointed Dean of the Division 
of Graduate Studies, effective June l, 1969. 
8. Mr. Alan J. Herbert is appointed Director of Communications, 
effective June 15, 1969. 
Mr. Jeffrey moved the confirmation of the foregoing 
appointments. 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Michael and 
unanimously adopted. 
F. Honorary Degrees. 
Dr. Golding directed the attention of the Board to the 
fact that no policy exists as to whether or not the University 
would grant honorary degrees and to how the recipients of 
honorary degrees should be selected if they were to be awarded. 
Dr. Golding suggested that the matter could be referred 
appropriately to the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board, 
and that if a decision is made to award honorary degrees the 
process of selecting candidates could be conducted by the 
Committee on Naming of Facilities. 
After further discussion the Chairman, without objection, 
refered the matter to the Academic Affairs Committee. 
G. Awarding of Academic Degrees. 
Dr. Golding presented the Board with a list of candidates 
for degrees at the June 8, 1969, Commencement. The 547 
persons on the following list were nominated by the Faculty in 
accordance with Section 1. 03 of the Code of Regulations: 
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MA;3TEH' S DEGHEE CANDIDATES 

'JAf,1E DEGREE COMPLETION 001 
I'll\~ s f-1 l\ JMH: ANDERSON M.ED. AUG69 

~', /\ R (, [ I: 1'i ANSLEY M. t:D. MAR69 

LVt:LY\J G. RAt{NHAkT M.ED. AUG69 

MICHAl:L LY~~N BARNHAR r M.ED. AUG69 

JEANNE A• BEASCHLER M.ED. JUN69 

RU IH: RT J. BtlNER M.8.A. AUG69 

JOHl\J llO~ARU P, I NG M.o.A. JUN6Y 

Q,QG[f~ l\LU:N BOGER M.S. AUG69 

Rl: A fUGE:Nl BUUNE M.8.A. JUN69 

PAUL CE/\f\1 BRUSON M.ED. JUN69 

NOR MM~ J BULLOCK M.B.A. AUG6') 

GLADY '.1 f\M~ l ENS E\URK M.ED. JUN69 

RUNAL!J M ElUSSAKD M. (:0. MAk69 

JOI i'\J f- RAi'll< LIN COIJYERS M.B.A. OEC68 

WlLLli\M HUWAR[J Ci<.OLE:Y M.ED. JUN69 

Sf M~L E Y RAY CRUUSE: M.8.A. JUN69 

JM\Jr r f\i\j l\j CURRY M.ED. MAR69 

MARY JANE:: CUR.TIS M.1:0. JUN69 

MARY KA rHAR I f\JE DEISMAN M.ED. AUG69 

DAV IL, Klf<TLE::Y DEl\JN l S M.tl.A. JUN69 

JlJANNl c. SlJf1UN Dl:PP M.EO. AUG69 

v1INIFRED /\ DEWEY M.E:D. MAR6Y 

J Clt IN EUJ l N DlJPRE M. 1.::0. DEC6cl 

V I C f C' I~. I I\ MARTIN tLLIS M.t:D. JUN69 

GARY r{ICHARD ELSASS M.ED. JUr\169 

1''1\RJUR It LEVIt\Jt FLAGl:L M.ED. AUG69 

CRNESl CARL FLAMM JR M.ED. AUG69 
/\\JN/\ GRYL FUt-i_STE:R M.S. AUGo9 

ED h l\R (' RICHAKD Gl\NTNER M. f:D. JUN69 

PU SSL LL I\ • GAUD I ANA M.S. JUN69 

><ALPH L Gt:RMER M.E:D. DEC68 

r;A YL A JtMJE GIVEi'J M.ED. MAR69 

i-1. IC HAk D Rl\LPH GROSSE M.B.A. JUN69 

f':"Ak Y ANl\/I:. HARNER M.ED. JUN69 

Lf\RKY DUAi\Jt HAAS M.B.A. AUG69 

/\LICE w. HA I 1\JE S M.ED. JlJN69 

MARTHA LU I S HARGROVE M. E:D. AUG69 

CHARLLS tLiWARU HA'~ Sf. N M.B.A. AUG69 

SYE.U ASCitAR HASAN M.8.A. AUG69 

SUE: CARR HODGES M.t:O. DEC68 

LILL If tAYE JACKSUf'~ M.lD. JUN69 

FRMK IS Pi\.lRICK KCl\NE M.lD. DEC68 

PLR1\Y KAY KE:LLl:.Y M.ED. AUG69 

1.UJIH:.r-z r LUU IS KL/\USMt=IER JR M.ED. JUN69 

L•CH~ /\LL JUSEPtl KULB M.ED. AUG69 

Jui 11\i \) L f £:1~ KUHNS M.8.A. AUG69 

,JOHN PHlllt> LAYH M.S. AUG69 

STEPillN A. LETAVEC M.ED. JUN69 

Sl\f\4Df-..r, E: Ulf TERER M.tO. JUN69 

J ll H!\I MALISHENKO M.ED. JUN69 

ALLEN MELNICK M.R.A. JUN69 

[)Ar~ M[: YE: R M.EO. JUl\J69 

MART HI\ 1\ l: lfr CC A MILLtR M. l:D. DEC66 

tllNUR H. MOl~RUE M.ED. JUN69 

E:DGAK. p1~1CEK. MOORE M.tO. AUG69 

fHUM,t:..S I{ lCt·lAKUSUf\JNASlJN M.B.A. JUN69 
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NAMt DEGREE COMPILElJ'RON 002 
Al Hl:l.U CU:MEl\JT NAUM Ma ED .. AUG69 
W[lliAM CHAl..:.lE:S RARXDAN Mojj.,A .. AUGb9 

RlJl.H:kl lER1.:.V tUGGSBV M.,EO., JUN69 

AlFRE:D DAU: ROSS M.,B.,A., JUN69 

SUSAN RAMl:V ROUTT M.,fO., JUN69 

CARY lVNNE RUEGSEGGER M., fJ., A., JUN69 

H.Je.t:RT SA1lJ'EM M.,S 'co JUNb9 
MARTIN J SCHARF M.. ED .. AUG69 

~llUAM LOUISE: SHXRlEV M.. ED .. JUN69 

EVJ\ RUl:DEAN SKMS M., ELL. JUN69 

DENNY R.. SMXTH M.. ED .. AUG69 

JANE1 BENTl'Ev Si"!! TH M.. S., AllG69 

SHERLEY TRENT SMITH M.,f:Oe AUGb9 

WAL Tl:: K All Pl Sl.!UKRES M.,6,.A .. AUG69 

ERMA H " SlrRONG ~L. ED. AUG69 
ROBERT lo lAVlOR M.. ED.,. AUG69 

lfD Ii .. THEEMAN M.,B.,A .. JUN69 

P.UiHON WAVh!E l!iOMPSON M.. ED. JUN69 

CElESlfE Mo TOPE M.. E:D. JUN69 

JOYCE: JACKSON TURNER M.. EO., AUG69 

liHS BROUK UNGER M.,fO., JUN69 

HERMAN I\ Q WAGGENER JR a M.. O.. A.. AUG69 

SAllV JANE WAllACE M.. fD., .JJUN69 

ALBERT JUNIOR WH!l'IEHE:AD M.,O.,A., AUGb9 

MARV ANN WEll M0EU.,, AUG69 

ROBE:RlJ' E:ARl WXllEAMS M.,ED. .JJUN69 

DUNAlU RICHARD W!lSON M.,B.,A., 
 AUG69 
MARlH/\ LEf WOlFE M.. S.. 
 MAR69 
JAMES M., WRXGHl M.. cD., 
 JUN69 
GEORGE WESLEY WYNN MolB.,A., .JJUN69 
OTTO A ZXNK JR ~,.ED., AUG69 
DUSH'llE~S ADMRNI~TRATilUN MAJUKS 
DENN XS CU\VlON ASHBAUbH 99 B., S0 JUl\!69 

EDWARU KEKlH Alf'ZENHOEIF R B.. S., JUN69 

THEODORE l t:E BAllES B@S., JUN69 

MiCHAl:l JOHN !BEGLEY B.. So MAR69 

EARl J\~Dl<tEIN BtNNf 11 B., Se 
 JUN69 
JAMES ROY BlACK JR B., S.. 
 JUN69 

JAME:S li!:NRV BURGIERDKNG B., S., 
 JUN69 

RALPH ARLAND BOWERS B.. S., 
 JUN69 

DALE KRVXN BREWER B., S., 
 AUG69 
JAMES JOSEPH BRINKMAN s .. s .. JUN69 

DAVXD ALAN BUCK Be Se JUN69 

ROBERT BARRY BUEll Be S., Jl!N69 

JAMES EDWARD BURNS Ba S., JUN69 

PtfE NOR WOON CHE ADU: BoS .. 
 AUGb9 

THOMAS EARLE Cl Ai{IK IE B., S" 
 AUG69 

l'ElE:R E:UGE:NE CONNOllY . B.,S., JUN69 

JAMES ~RANKl!N CUPf lANI.) B., S., AUG69 

l'HXllIP I:. 0 CRA~fORD Bo S., AUG69 

JUDY' lU DOBSON B., S ., JUN69 

DAVID GA~lAND DYER B.. S., AUG69 

JAMES bUWARU GI~ RSSL Bo S.. AUG69 
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l\JA~E DEGREE COMPlEll'RON 003 
C.A~Y ALAN f-Elll'l Bo So JUN69 
WAYl'llE rDti..'ARU FERGUSON Bo So JUN69 
THOMA5 E:UGENE: GXF IFORO IB oSo JUIN6~ 
Sll::Vl:N f-ORREST GOENS B., S,, JUl\!69 
TERRY Al AN GRIEST Bo S., JUN69 

\t!A YNE GR USS B0So AUG69 

DENN!:) l vr~N GUHIJANN B,,S., MAR69 

01\VID SCOTT GUlREDGE Be So JUNo9 

JAMES AIHhlJ~ HAR TllE Bo So JUNo9 

SVl.:D A~GHJ\k HASAN B., So DECb8 

Ml!CliA[l All EN HENDRXCKS Bo So JUN69 

Jl\CK s .. HORSTMAN Be Se JUN69 
JERl{V ELJ\t;ARIJ HOUCK B., So JUl\!69 

OLIN DEwAVNE HUUNSHEll Be So AUGo9 

HOhARD J\LlEN HURST B., So AUG69 

AL FRIEC· EUGENE JOHNSON Bo S., AUG69 

JOHN WcSlf:Y KAHOSl Bo So AUG69 

UNUA SUE KJ\r{CHE:K B.,S., JUN69 

JAMES EDWARD KERN B., So AUG69 

THUf-\AS R KIGGINS KU B.,S., JUN69 

GAll: A .. KOOKEN Bo So JUN69 
TliUMAS (: " KRE:USCH Bo S., JUN69 
GERALD l1Hll!AM l li SCH!<.E: Be S., JUN69 
JAME:S St-if.LOON MAKSHAll Bo S .. JUNb9 

HQ~AKu EVEt\ElT MAIHlN Bo So DEC68 

RUSSl:ll J., MCADOO B., S., JUN69 

CAK.l WHl !AM MCCLURE Bo So JUN69 

JAME:S RAVMOi·W MCCOVf) JR" Bo So JUN69 

JXMU1HV A,. Ml:lR!NG BaS0 JUN69 

PA lJl WILLIAM M!NER IB oSo AUG69 

lri Kll l f\llo. EDWARIJ MITMAN Bo So AUG69 

flld Cllt'.El I: 0 NARAGOi\! Bo S., JUN69 

DA \IR D lHWCE- PALMER Bo So AUG69 
M[LTON K KR~ PAYNE Bo Se DEC68 

PAUL 0 Pl:NDEll Bo So MAR69 

J/\11-'t:S ROflEK. T POUV.JU Bo So JUN69 

ROl.H:R T PALiL POOLE Bo So M.&.R69 
JERRY OTTll QUAST B0So AUG69 
JAMES Ft-lANClS QURNN JR., Bo So AUG69 
JOHN 11AV 10 RA~DOlPH 80 s., JUN69 
PAlJl BERNARD REBOUlET Bo So JUl\!69 
JOS[Ptt RULAND REYNOLDS n Bo So JUN69 
STl\ll::N CHK VS W f!.EVNOlOS B0So DEC68 

f-ARALD LLOYD RH·GEl Bo S., AUG69 

CHARLE!:> JUSl:PH RKNG Bo So JUN69 

RAYMOND RUSS Bo So JUN69 

IJONALD lOUlS SAV!NO Bo S., JUN69 

WERNER RUDOlf SCHl\IABEl BoS., JUN69 

GRl:GCJRV lEE SE:ALS Bo A., AUG69 

M!lcS A,, SHACKELFORD Bo So JUN69 

CHARU:S ·w!llLl\M SIMPSON B., So AUG69 

JO~\N M SME ll'H Bo S"' DIEC68 

KENNE: TH l i: E SMElH 18., s 0 JUl\!69 

THOMAS Rm SMX Hi B0So JUN69 

RDBERi l,. SlfcElE B.,S., AUG69 

ASBUKV TURNIEH. JR Bo So AUGo9 
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NAMI:: DEGREE COMPLETION 004 
i"t 1 Cl IAf::L ALAN ULLIMAN B.S. JUN69 
G/\t»RI!::.L I· VACCA B.. S. DEC68 
THEODCRE: Cl • VALLEY B. S. AUG69 
GRAHt,M EUW 1 N VANDERVEER B.S. JUN69 
VIRGIL o. WATERS B.S. AUG69 
Ul:NNIS H. WE:LLS B.S. AUG69 
ROGl::R T ~tlCHAEL WELLS B.S. AUG69 
GERALU E: • WOOLDRIDGE B.S. JUN69 
MARK N1\T HAN WKIGHT B.. A • JUN69 
Dm~ALO CH/\RLE:S ZEH 6 .. 5. JUN69 
LIBERAL Ai~ TS 1'1A J CJR S 
STEP HE: f\J JOHN ARK B.A. JUN69 
tviARY ME:L I SSA BENTLEY B.A. JUN69 
ANN.L\MAP Y M BlCRLEY B.. f-. A. MAR69 
PILLY ~t,()lJLJY GITTINGER B.A. JUN69 
DAVID LYNN BOWERS 8.A. JUN69 
JEF-1-RFY ALAN BR.ANDON B.A. MAR69 
VIC TOK MICHAEL BRlGNl:R B.A. DEC68 
MICHAl::L t"Al~RY BRlNNEMAN B.F.A. JUN69 
tiE NRY RAY CANAS 8.A. JUN69 
SUSAN ElLE:FN CARROLL (j •A• AUG69 
RI CHMdJ SALISGURY CHANEY B.A. JUN69 
STEPHl::~\l ~)AfllUE L COOPER B.A. AUG69 
f'1. t\/1 Y DAUGHERTY B.A. MAR69 
f'-1 I CHA l L MURI{ IS DUNOVAN B.A. JUN69 
iUJB u~ ELL DOUGHMAN B.F.A. JUN69 
SARALYN OYME B.A. JUN69 
DAVID K. E:GERMAN B.A. JUN69 
WILLIAM CHAkLtS t:SKEW 8.A. JUN69 
RO GERT F· • f.VERHART B.A. AUG69 
GAIL PAULA EVISTON B.A. JUN69 
f-f<EDl::RICK PAUL Ft:LU:RS B.A. JUN69 
CATHlRINE 1\ ,'~ E: TT E FISH B.A. JUN69 
SALLY JUl\NNA FOK BES 13. A. JUN69 
PATtUCIA MJR I A i'1 FREEDMAN B.A. DEC68 
ST l: Vl:: N JAMlS GE !\MA1\JN B.A. AUG69 
EMILY VIRGI1\JIA GILLt:SPIE 8.A. JUN69 
susr~N llARRIET GRAY B.F-.A. JUN69 
1-<DNALU JOSEPH GRl::ENE B • A .. AUG69 
WILLIAM CALLEN HA0-JSELMAN B.A. JUN69 
STEPHl:N uAIL Ht:NSU:Y B.S. JUN69 
JUDITH LYNNE HILL B. A .. AUG69 
IL 1\ DRAPER HODGSON 8 .. A. JUN69 
HE I LJ I IJE:Al~NLEY JACKSON 8.A. JUN69 
MICHAEL JDliN KEYES B.F.A. JUN69 
GEkAROO ANTONIO LARA-SOLORZANO B.A. MAR69 
STEPHr.N PAUL LEIBY 8.A. AUG69 
BARBAF<i\ S UC. LE: VALLEY B.A. AUG69 
BILLY FLOYD LIMBERG B.A. JUN69 
L I i\J 0 t1 bARBAkA LI MOLi B.MUS JUN69 
PAUL E:DwARlJ LITTON B.A. JUN69 
ROBERTA LYNN MACNEALY B.F.A. JUN69 
GA[L RUTH MAYER SON B.A. OEC68 
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J L ;.~ 1\1 I F E :.;; M/\R IE MCt;INNIS B.A. AUG69 

AIH\1\kA L • MUSSELMAN B.A. JUN69 

GRACl NALLS B.A. MAR69 

KATHARYN JAl\JE:. NOTHSTINE B.A. AUG69 

CAR UL l'j. REINIGER B.A. JUN69 

CHARLf S BYRLN Rf:l\JFKUE B.A. DEC68 

GLDRII\ DI Ai\JE K.ICHAROSON B.A. JUN69 

LE SL IF JUl I Ef\l ROBER.TS B.A. JUN69 

CHE><. H MAP IE ROSENSTEIN B.A. JUN69 

GAVlC HIUJC [ RUUSHl::Y B.A. AUG69 

STANLl:Y KtlTH SAi.zTE LL B.A. AUG69 

LARRY J. SCHENCK B.A. JUN69 

JAMES WILLIAM SCHILLEK B.A. JUN69 

Ul.RRY ALLYN SCOTT 8.A. AUG69 

ARTHUR LLEV..ELLYN SIDELL I I I B.A. AUG69 

KA THUEN TRUhAN SMITH B.A. JUN69 

JAN AR THUi~ SP1~INKEL B. A.. JUN69 

FEAlklCE L • STASICK B.A. AUG69 

JENNIH:R LEE STORMENT B.A. JUN69 

SUSAN Ai\INl::TTE STUCKEY B.A. JUN69 

JAMI:: S RlCHAkD TUMt3USCH B.F.A. JUN69 

TIMOTHY L • UM I l\JA B.F.A. AUG69 

STANLl:Y cu;;ENE WtBER B.F.A. JUN69 

MARY SUSAN WEISGRAM B.A. JUN69 

MICHAEL VtRN00i WE:LLS B.A. JUN69 

NORMA KATHEK.INE WHITE: B.A. JUN69 

Ai,jDRE\rl FRANK WINCHE:K B.A. JUN69 

CARCiL l\f~NE WINSLOW B.A. JUN69 

SUE: AN1\J W FHEK.S B.A. JUN69 

LYNflA ADFU: YOUNG B.A. AUG69 

JOHN DAVID ZIMME:.RMAN B.A. JUN69 

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS 

:"<..OGE:R LUUlS AVEYARU B.S. MAR69 

LARRY /\k HIUR 8IRCH B.S. JUN69 

11::•<.0il LEUN BUWMAN B.S. JUN69 

JAMES ALLE:N BRYANT B.S. JUN69 

!~I CHARI) WALLACE CARR B.S. JUN69 

SHOJI CARq,CJLL B.S. JUN69 

PHILIP L • COUL B.S. JUN69 

MARY !:LIZABETH OOHt<. B.S. JUN69 

DANIEL HAYE:S DORROUGH B.S. JUN69 

WILL l ;\M BRUCE DRISKELL B.S. JUN69 

RONALD EARLE tLLINGTOi\I 8.A. JUN69 

STANLtY D ERK B.S. JUN69 

CLlFt-=ORD STANLl:Y FERNALLD, JR. B.S. JUN69 

EDWARG GA() E: FINK B.S. AUG69 

kDBl:kr Lt:ROY FORTH JR B.S. JUN69 

P·R I AN AL IH: RT GARRY B.A. AUG69 

lHDMAS L • GLASS B.S. JUN69 

JANET RUTH GUM B.S. JUN69 

MICHELE MA1<. Y HAAS B.S. JUN69 

'tlILLI/\M n. HATCHER B.S. JUN69 

WILLil\M JAMES HILLAN B.S. JUN69 
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JUf Rl: Y LYl\JN IMES IJ • S. JUN69 
S1'J.H l • JENKINS B.A. JUN69 
UUN/\Ul EUGLNE KARL B. S .. DEC68 
klJSAYLf: GUILD KELLEY B.S. JUN69 
i\L AN [) . KING B.S. AUG69 
TOM LE:RUY KRICK B • S .. JUN69 
ST ANll Y FRAl\JK KULIKOWSKI I I B .. S • JUN69 
PAMELA JEAN LANDRUM B. S. JUN69 
ROGER A. LAR SOl\J 8.S. JUN69 
WILLIAM JOSEPH LAUBER B.. A. ,JUi-J69 
JOHN F • LOVE B.S. JUN69 
HERBER! VAN MARKU: B. S. JUN69 
JACOG FRAf,JK MAYER JR B.S. JUN69 
VIRGIL RAY MAYNARD B.S. JUN69 
JAMES ROBE:RT MCCOWAN 8.S. JUN69 
RICHARD CURLIS MCDONALD B.S. AUG69 
LYLE: STANLEY ME:RTA s.s. JUN69 
CLAUDIA LLAINt MILLER 8.A. JUN69 
ROBERT ARTHUR MIRANDA B.. S. JUN69 
JAMES MICHl\EL MOUNTZ B. S .. JUN69 
JOHN DOUGLAS MOUNTZ B.. S. JUN69 
Nl\:'IJCY ELLE:N MYE:RS B.A. AUG69 
RALPH ALB!::R T NETH JR B.S. JUN69 
FRANCIS BENJAMIN NORTHRUP IV B.S. DEC68 
BARRY U::E OLIVER B.A. JUN69 
TURNER EARL OSBORNE B.S. JUN69 
SEUKwUf\J PAI B.S. DEC68 
DAVI() RICHARD PUTTS 8.S. JUN69 
PERRY F • REYNOLDS I I B. t~. JUN69 
HARRIET !::ILEEN ROGER TS B.A. AUG69 
ROBERT FRANKLIN ROCKWELL B.S. JUN69 
GARRY WAYf\JE ROY!:R B.A. JUN69 
D/\VID CHANEY ROYSE B.S. JUN69 
DONALD RICHARD SCHAFFNER B.S. JUN69 
MARI Bf: TH JANE SCHULTZE e.s. JUN69 
GREGOkY LEE SCOTT B.A. JUN69 
JOHN MCCULLOUGHSELLERS f3. s. JUN69 
PETER SENKIW B.S. MAR69 
MARY LUU I SE Sl-U\FFER B.A. JUN69 
CtORGE WALTEk St-IATZER B.A. JUN69 
DAVID ELLSWORTH Sl\JODDY B.S. JUN69 
JOHN CHARLES SPARKS s.s. JUN69 
CHARLES AUiERT STIVER B.S. JUN69 
SARAH CAlHERINE STRAUS B.A. AUG69 
GILBERT EARL STUBER JR. B.5. JUN69 
RDNALO C!IARLE:S SWEET B.S. JUN69 
G. ALAN TAYLOR B.S. JUN69 
JOHN ADAMS TAYLOR I I I B.S. JUN69 
JANE:T MURROW TAYNOR B.A. JUN69 
GARY AUS! IN TURNER B.S. JUN69 
PATSY ASHTON UNDERWOOD B.A. AUG69 
l\LRERT L • WALTER B.A. AUG69 
RICHARD LLOYD WARREN JR B. S .. JUN69 
DONALD Lt: E WE:IBEL B.S. JUN69 
WILLIAM GLEN WEIKERT B.A. JUN69 
JAMES LOUIS WEISNER B.S. JUN69 
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DORMAN WAYNE _Wl-H TllEY IB" S" Jl!J~69
JOHN THllt'1AS liHlKt Bo A.. AUG69· 
DOUGLAS I.. rt E. WRU.EAMS Bo So JUNb9 
DOUGLAS OtUw WllSIJN f.loSo MAR69 
S1TlPHf.N Kr RR WRlSON B0S0 JUl\!69 
ROGER CJ .. WUOD B"A" AUG69
iHlllAND EARL VO UNG a.,,s.,, JUN69 
l::DUCATXON MAJO~~ 
RAMONA MUNSEY ACORD B"S., JUN69 
EllE.N JO AlEXAND!ER Bo So JUN69 
CRA!(;, ALAN ANKENEY B., So AUJG69 
Wlll[AM PHllKP ARCHER JR B.,S., AUG99 
DONNA RAE AR.THUR . Bo S. .. JlUN69 · 
TERRANCE ~AVNE ASBURY B"S"' JUl\!69
DORKS JE:AN ATCHESON B.,,S .. MAR69 
PATRXCUA ANNE BAXlEV Bo So JUN69 
VllRGRNIA ANN BANKSTON Bo So JUN69 
GU:i"N DOUGl f,S BAR.NHART B0S., JUN69 
GWl:N J .. ~ARRON B" So AUG69 
JA.NE SCOUllER BAS ENGER B" So JUN69 
MARV M~ BECK B.,S" AUG69 
MARV JEAN BEf\ISON Bo So JUN69 
i{QBERTA LOUISE BENTON Bos .. AUG69 
NOQ.MA R" BXCKN!Ell B.,,S., AUG69 
KONAlD WAYNE BR EDER B.,, S,, JUN69 
SUSAN KAY BXE:U:R Bo S., MAR69 
MARVIN KE:LLV BKRCHFXELO B., So AUG69 
JU DUH Ell EN Bl ACK Bo So AUG69 
JEANNl WYNNE BLACKBURN 80 So JUN69 
G.l\RY LOGAN BlACK.f-ORD fB 0 s 0 JUNo9
DOR01l'HY s BOHN Bo So AUG69 
CAROlYN f BORK AN Bo So MAR69 
FRANCES MARKE BOZARlH Ba So AUG69 
lXNDA lEl: BRANDENBURG B., S0 JUN69 
NANCY U:E BRANlf B"S" MAR69
DONNA H BRANT Bo So DECo8 
PEVERlY ANN BRAVSHAW ELS., JUN69 
ELSEIE J BRIDGES Bo S.. DIEC68 
JOAN MARY BROADSTONE Bo So MA.R69 
VKRGKNKA JOY BROOKS SoSe JUN69 
SHARON LYNN BROWN Bo So AUG69 
PAlRKCIA M., BUCKINGHAM Bo So JUN69 
NOLIEKA YVONNt. BUNN Bo So AUG69 
DEANN/, KAY BURDICK IB oS" DIEC68 
BARl3ARA JEAN BURR XS IS oS" AUG69 
PA TR KC CHARLES CAFARO IB oSo AUG69 
JOAN r CAMPBEll 1B oS" ..illl.JJN69 
llAAXlNt El[Zl\BIETH CAMPBEfLl Bo So DEC68 
will!AM ARMSTRONG CAMPBEll Bo So AlJG69 
Al\JIN LOUK SE CARll'ER BeSo JUN69.. 
CVNlHXA Al\!N CHRXS1f'MAN Bo So JUN69 
PHKlllP H Cl AV IB oSo MAR69 
MARJIEAN Hl.JDS(JN ClEMENTS BoS~ Jll!\!69 
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JAMES l\RTHUR COLEMAN I I B.A. JUN69 
KARYL JEAN CONRAD B.S. AUG69 
ANN MARIE CRUW B.S. JUN69 
HAHPAk/\ o. CUNNINGHAM B.S. AUG69 
SANDRA SUL: DARBY B. S .. AUG69 
GLURI1~ JEAN DARNSTAl::DT 1:3. ~. JUN69 
\H LL I AM CHf<IS DAVE:.ll B.S. JUN69 
f~IPIAHA M. DE:WI Tf B.S. AUG69 
SUSAN CAl\JOACE DOOLEY B.S. AUG69 
NAVLYN SUf: DRINKUT B. S" JUN69 
JOH\J tUWARD ou:\JLAVY B.S. JUN69 
LYNN RUTH EGGER B.S. JUN69 
JANET LtE ELAM B.S. JUN69 
[01TH MAE ELLIS B.S. AUG69 
w. FRANKLIN ELLIS B.. S. AUG69 
DU RUTHY l:: EMMONS B.S. JUN69 
EDITH BUfCHt:R ENGLE B.S. JUN69 
RUTH tVELYN ERGAUGH 8. s. JUN69 
BARBARA RAi'WALL ESKEW B.S. AUG69 
BARl:lAi-\A Al\JN EVERMAN 8.S. JUN69 
NLJRMA JEAN FADA e.. s .. MAR69 
SHELBY J. WATSON FANNIN B.S. AUG69 
MARILYN s. FlNEGOLD B.S. JUN69 
MIRA /\ . FOSTER B.S. AUG69 
MICHAlL E • FRISBY B.S. JUN69 
SHERRY MARIE GE:/\RHE:ART B.S. JUN69 
REBECCA SUE GEnHART 8.$. JUN69 
JEAN ltAWK GILBERT s.s. JUN69 
PEARL LUCILLE GILLESRY 8.S. JUN69 
RUTH GILLESPIE B.S. JUN69 
DAVID EDWAR [J GLANCY B.S. AUG69 
KATHLEl:-N ANN GURSKI B.. S. JUN69 
SANORA JEAN GOULD B.S. JUN69 
DONALD EUGE:NE GkAEF s.s. JUN69 
ESTA l::LIZAbETH GRIF-FIN B.. S • JUN69 
MARCELLA Ai\JN Mt\LJGHAN B.S. JUN69 
JANICL CAY LE GROSS B.S. MAR69 
EL IL A c HADDIX B.S. JUN69 
PAMELA HALE: RUDBERG B.S. JUN69 
KRISTINE: YVUf~NE HANKEY B.S. JUN69 
IAN CL I\ Y HARDCASTLE B.S. AUG69 
MDNA l IS A HAR RO[) B.S. AUG69 
l!ELl:N MARlf: HEETER B.S. AUG69 
JUIJlTH [) HENNE B. S .. MAR69 
CHERYL F.ILE:EiJ HERBERT B.S. AUG69 
TERRY L • HUFFMAN B.S. JUN69 
RETA IL HOPKINS 8.S. JUN69 
SHEILA RAE HOUSE B.S. JUN69 
JUDITH ANN HUMPHREYS B.s. AUG69 
ROBERTA Af\JN HUNTER B.S. JUN69 
KATHLl::tN SUE IMAN B.S. MAR69 
JOANN[ MARY JAME:S B.S. JUN69 
MARILYN f:LIZABbfH JAMES B.S. JUN69 
kl: GIN:, Hl:HMINA LUTZ JAMES B.S. JUN69 
CYNTHIA FAYE Jf:RGENS B.S. JUN69 
A. DONNELL J 01·11'-J SUN I I I B.S. AUG69 
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LI ~,ILJA J EI\ N J Ul-li'~SDN B.S. AUG69 

l: [;WMU) ~'- AYfv1 Cl;'~ D KEELER B.S. JUN69 

AN~J MAl.Z IE KU:NY B.S. DEC68 

r"1 i\ I~ I L Y f\J JtAN KlLLAR 8.S. AUG69 

LYNDA KAY KELLEY B.S. JUN69 

Nl\DINl ~Wf1LER K!::PLER B.S. JUN69 

lJUNALU LLSWURTH KE SSU.R JR 13. s. JUN69 

/V:i\Rllt.!:: KI NG B.S. JUN69 

13ARBAF<.i\ W!::Ll S Kl!Nc El. s. AUG69 

GIANA SUE­ KNISELY B.S. JUN69 

NANCY J E: AN KOEHLER B.S. DEC68 

Al ICE: MARY KOZAK B.S. JUN69 

ANTOINETT!::FRANCES KUCHARSKI B.S. AUG69 

EUNICE l: KUHR B.S. MAR69 

cl U:f\J MARIE LAI B.S. AUGo9 

Lll RI~ A l f\J t: [l • LANDER 13. s. AUG69 

LANA SUE LANIJIS B.S. JUN69 

JllAN H. LL ARY 5.S. JUN69 

CHEHYLl::EN (J LE GRON B.S. AUGo9 

NANCY CURLE Tl Ll::w IS B.S. JUN69 

MARIE. MATILOA L I Cl-IL YT ER B.S. AUG69 

PAUL JL!St:PH LINS [~. s. JUN69 

VlRGlNlf\ Af\lN LUVE 13. s. MAR69 

DIXIE LEE LUTZWEIT B.S. JUN69 

[LLEf'.J R. LYUNS ~.s. JUN69 

JUDlTt1 At~r~ WH[PP MACK B.S. JUN69 

JUDITH Mt\R Y M/1.CMILLAN· B.S. AUG69 

DAV IC DAIHLL MAIER B.S. AUG69 

E:VE::LYN SHORT MAPLE: B.S. AUG69 

SONIA L E I:: MARKER B.S. AUG69 

fLOYD WILLIAM MARTIN JR B.S. AUG69 

HOWARD ~ENDE LL MATTHE:WS b.S. JUN69 

CHARLOTTE ARLENE MCALEXANDER B.S. AUG69 

FRED K. MCCONNELL JR B.S. JUN69 

MICHELLE JOl\N MCDONALD 5.5. JUN69 

PATRICU\ ANN MCHENRY B.S. AUG69 

Mi\ X E. MCKAY B.S. AUG69 

MARY 1<-ATHRYN SANTHIN 8.S. AUG69 

JOHN litNRY MEYERS B.S. JUN69 

LINDA LOU MICHAtl l3. s. JUi\J69 

CHARU:S EDWARD MILLER JR B.S. AUG69 

MAX RAY MILLER t,. s. AUG69 

MINNIL LUClLLE MITCHELL B.S. JUN69 

MARY ARMISTEAD MOOIJY B.S. JUN69 

WILLIAM RICHARD MOON B.S. JUN69 

GAYLE ELAINE MUNDY B.S. JUN69 

VIRGlhllA M MYERS B.S. AUG69 

LESLI I:: KAY Ni:::L SON B.S. JUN69 

DONNA MARIE NIELSON B.S. AUG69 

HARRIE.TT l::ILFEN BENNETT OBERLY B.S. JUN69 

MAkY SHE: ILA O'CONNELL B.S. JUN69 

CAROLE E OGLESBEE B.S. JUN69 

JDAl~NE URR B.S. JUN69 

JUOITll P,'\lJLINE OVERLY B.S. JUN69 

ELLE" Gl{LJSHUN OVEROCKER 13. s. JUN69 

MICHAEL WAYNE PARRISH B.S. JUN69 
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PATRICIA ANN PATRICK. B.. S., AUGb9 
JEl\!NH·E!{ LYNN PEARCY B.,S. AUG69 
SHARON FAY PENDLEY B.. S. MAR69 

MARY ANN Pl:RSENSKY B.. S.. JUl\!69 

OTES MORR XS PHllLlXPS B .. S., JUN69 
RONNIE lEE PlASENCXA BeS .. AIUG69 

CARL RICHARD POLING a.. s .. JUN69 

SUZANNE L. POllii'T a.. s.. JUN69 

l1dLMA t:XlcEN PR.KM a.s. JUN69 

NANCY LEE P"UNER a.. s.. JUN69 

VIRGINIA J\Nl~E QUAMMt B.. S .. AUG69 

MARii: WAI{!) RICE B. S .. JUN69 

Ell'"HEIL F" RICHARDSON B.. S., AUG69 
ANITA MARIE RIDDLE e.s. AUG69 
SHrn.lt:Y KAE: ROEHM B.. S.. DECb8 
JAMES A ROWLANDS 13 .. s .. DEC68 

ROBERT OWEN ROWLANDS JR" B. S .. JUN69 

DAV K[., ROSS RUCHEl B., S. JUN69 

WKlLEAM RUCKER Bo S.. JUN69 

THOMAS l SAALE SKI B.. S.. JUN69 

MARY JA~E SCH I DECKER B.S. JUN69 

DAVID OKUCE SCUTT B. S,. AUG69 

Jf ANE:TTE A SEAll B. S .. JUN69 

SHARUN JANE SENDER 13 .. s .. JUN69 

cARl MICHAEL SHAFER a. s .. JUN69 

lINOA DAf{llENE SliANKS B.. S.. AUG69 

JOHN LUTHER SHAW B .. S.. JUN69 
Wa MKCHAEL SHORT B. S .. JUN69 
RAL!'H ARTHUR SHULL s .. s. AUG69 
LUANN su:MON B., S" AUG69 
!<.AR.EN ROSE SlACK B. 
e.s. 
~ .. AUG69 

CAROL LOUR SI: ROODE SNYDIER JUN69 

JUDITH ElARNE SNYDER B .. S .. JUNb9 

EVE:lVN ANN SPUEHlER B.. S.. JUN69 

CAROL SUE SROUFE B.. S. JUN69 

BARBARA Jt::AI\! STALEY B.. S. ·JUN69 

RUBY M.. STAMBACK B.. S.. AUG69 

BRUCE o.. STEELE B.. S., AUG69 

THERESA JE.ANETTE. STEELY B. S .. AUG69 

sui= AN:\! STEPHl:NS B.. S.. JUN69 

lKNOA LOU STORAR B.. S.. AUG69 

ADELE KAY TANIS B" S. JUN69 

RE GANA ulANE TODD B"S .. AUG69 

EMtl·A lt:E TOU.. I VEK B.. S.. JUN69 

MlllXCENT JACOBS TOWNSLEY B.,S .. JUN69 
BllllXE MARKE TRIMBLE a.. 5. JUN69 

A\INA MA R&A k. E·r lf RUDEll ~ .. s .. MAR69 

PARBA1{A sui: TRUEBLOOD A., S.. AUG69 

JE-R.~V RAE TUDOR B., S.. AUG69 

WILLIAM DENNIS VAL HlUElfllE B.,S., AUG69 

A'\HHONV i:uGt:l\!c Vl:NDEILV B., S., AUG69 

lOIS ANN VE: RN I ER B .. S .. JUN69 

Al\JNH. SANDS WADE · B., S $ JUN69 

CVl\!Tl-tlA JEl\N WALLACE L~ .. S.. JIJN69 
SHA~Oi~ VVDNl\!E WASHBURl\J B., Se MAR69 
JO ANNE WHXiE B.. S.. MAR69 
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RUTH i\N'~ WHI H: B. S .. JUN69 
PF ~fr LCIP E LDU WIEDE:l\E B.S. AUG69 

FR A 1~C ES SlJ E WlEGERT B.S. JUN69 
SH IRLF.:Y RUTH WIGHT 13 .. s. JUN69 

DAVIU ALU.:N WILLIS B.S. AUG69 
/\NTUNIA s. WINTERS B.S. AUG69 
A\JNETTE E:LlLAf.H.:TH WULF B.S. JUN69 

ANNE TH: l:LIZAfH-TH WOLF B.S. JUN6'1 
JANE s . WDLFI'.\JGER B.S. JUN69 

CANDIS ALIC If\ WOOD B.S. JUN69 

KA THU:E:N s. WOODWARD l:L. S. AUG69 

REVERLY ANN Vt: SCIO B.S. JUN69 
PHYLLIS ARLENE: YOUTZ B.S. MAR69 

I) f\ v IlJ FUWAKLJ ZlMMEKMAN B.S. JUN69 

Mr. Lucas moved that the indicated degrees be granted 
to the persons on the list presented to the Board with the provision 
that the President be allowed to make changes in the list to 
correct errors and to add or subtract names of persons who 
unexpectedly do or do not meet all requirements for graduation. 
The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto and unanimously 
adopted. 
H. Termination of Appointment of Mr. Young. 
Dr. Golding noted that on March 25, 1969, the Board 
accepted the appointment of Mr. David C. Greer as Special 
Counsel to the Attorney General to represent Wright State 
University, and suggested that the appointment of Mr. Frederick 
N. Young to that position, as accepted on October 5, 1967, 
be terminated effective March 1, 1969. 
Mr. Jeffrey moved the adoption of Dr. Golding's 
recommendation. 
Dr. Hardy moved to amend the motion to add that a letter 
of thanks be sent by the Board Secretary from the Board to Mr. 
Young. The amendment was accepted by Mr. Jeffrey. 
The amended motion was seconded by Mr. Michael and 
unanimously adopted. 
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I. Leave of Absence. 
Dr. Golding recommended that the Board grant a leave of 
absence for the 1969-70 academic year to Mrs. Beatrice F. Chait. 
Mr. Michael moved the adoption of Dr. Golding's recommenda­
tion. 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Jeffrey and unanimously 
adopted. 
J. Legislative Developments. 
Dr. Golding reported on the progress of legislation 
currently being considered by the Ohio Legislature and pertaining 
to universities. The bill establishing a minimum work-week and 
specifying hours to be spent in teaching activities will probably 
not be recommended out of committee as the Ohio Board of Regents and 
the Inter-university Council have agreed to take the matter under 
consideration. Six bills pertaining to campus disturbances are being 
considered by a sub-committee of the House. University presidents' 
reaetions to the bills have been requested by the sub-committee 
chairman, and in response to this request a letter has been sent 
detailing the University Maintenance of the Peace policy and 
e:x.1Jressing the opinion that adequate laws presently exist for handling 
campus disorders if the will exists to enforce them. A bill which 
increases the salaries of all class,ified personnel receiving less than 
$8, 320 per year is pending in the Senate and appears headed for 
passage. The fiscal implications for Wright State have not been ca1culated, 
qnd it is questionable as to whether or not additional funds will be made 
available to the universities to cover the increased costs imposed by 
the bill. 
K. Wright Start. 
Dr. Golding reported that again this year the Wright Start 
program for pre-college preparation of high sohoo.l students is to be 
offered. The program, designed primarily for members of the Black 
Community, will offer courses in English and mathematics and a 
seminar to familiarize students with college life. From June 16 
through July 24, 1969, two one-hour sessions of class-work will be 
offered each Tuesday and Thursday evening. Enrollment is anticipated 
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to exceed 200 students . Dr. Golding reported that again this 
year the University is offering full support to this program at 
no charge to the students involved. 
L. Memorandum of Understanding - Western Ohio Branch. 
Dr. Golding recommended the adoption of the following 
Memorandum of Understanding between Wright State University 
and the Western Ohio Educational Foundation with regard to the 
establishment of the Western Ohio Branch at Celina. The 
Memorandum had already been approved by the Western Ohio 
Educational Foundation. 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
THESE ARTICLES OF UNDERSTANDING made and entered 
into by and between the Board of Trustees of Wright State University, 
hereinafter referred to as the University, and the Trustees of the 
Western Ohio Educational Foundation, hereinafter referred to as 
the Foundation; 
WH.EREAS, the Ohio Board of Regents upon consideration of 
Resolution 68-60 passed by the Board of Trustees of Wright State 
University, and further upon consideration of a Resolution of the 
Board of Trustees of Western Ohio Educational Foundation, did, on 
June 21, 1968, at a regular meeting thereof, and by Resolution 
1968-114, provide for the establishment of a Western Ohio Branch 
Campus of Wright State University in Celina, Mercer County, Ohio, 
effectively July 1, 1969. That this Resolution 1968-114 further con­
ditioned said transfer as follows: "Provided that the funds for the 
operation of said university branch are included in the current 
operating appropriation for university branches in the biennium 
1969-1971;" and that this Resolution No. 1968-114 was enacted in 
accordance with the authority vested in the Board of Regents by 
Section 333. 04 (C) of the Revised Code of Ohio, and 
WHEREAS, it is desired by the University and by the 
Fow1dation to set forth in writing their mutual understanding of the 
conditions and acts to be taken by the University and by the 
Foundation in order to effect this transfer, and 
WHEREAS, it is the desire of both the University and the 
Foundation to effect this transfer so that the educational process 
now being conducted under the sponsorship of Ohio Northern 
University of Ada, Ohio, may be terminated in June of 1969 and to 
permit a continuation of a program of higher education in Celina, 
Ohio, by establishment of a Western Ohio Branch Campus of Wright 
State University, Celina, Ohio, July 1, 1969. 
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The following represents the understanding of the actions 
of both the University and the Foundation in order to accomplish 
this transition: 
That Ohio Northern University of Ada, Ohio, will complete 
its academic program for the Western Ohio Educational Foundation 
June 16, 1969, and that all obligations of the Foundation to the Ohio 
Northern University wi.11 be assumed by Foundation and that the 
existing contract be tween Ohio Northern University and the 
Foundation shall be completed and terminated. The Foundation will 
be responsible for any salaries accrued between the date of termi­
nation of the contract with Ohio Northern University and July 1, 1969. 
That intangible personal property of the Foundation shall be 
retained by the Foundation to further its sole purpose of encouraging 
and supporting worthy educational and higher educational programs 
in what will be known as the Western Ohio Branch Campus of Wright 
State University in Celina, Mercer County, Ohio. 
That aJ.1 tangible personal property and real estate owned by the 
Foundation with the exceptions later referred to, shall be transferred 
and conveyed effective July 1, 1969, as a grant to the University to 
operate the Western Ohio Branch Campus. 
The following property shall be transferred to the University 
by the Foundation: 
I. The Foundation shall execute deeds and/or assignments to the 
parcels indicated below and that a copy of the deeds and lease and 
assignments are attached to this Memorandum of Agreement and 
marked as Exhibit "A". 
PARCEL I. (This parcel is the Foundation's main classroom 
building situated at South Main Street in the City of Celina, Ohio, 
being formerly occupied by the Celina Mutual Insurance Company.) 
PARCEL II. (This area was acquired by the Foundation for an 
oil company and now used both as storage and assembly room and 
bookstore.) (Under Lease from Marathon Oil Co.) 
PARCEL III. (This parcel is a residential building at Celina, Ohio 
purchased from Joseph Sullivan and is being converted for use as 
offices for college personnel. ) 
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That other real estate owned by the Foundation and not presently 
used for higher educational purposes shall be maintained by the 
Foundation but shall be transferred to the University when the same 
is deemed necessary for use by the University for educational purposes. 
That the Foundation further reserves that portion of Parcel II that is 
being used by the bookstore and that the Foundation reserves this area 
for bookstore purposes and operation under the same personnel and . 
contractual arrangements now in effect. In the event th.at the Foundation 
is unable to continue the operation of said bookstore in its present 
contractual arrangements, then and in that event, this reservation 
shall terminate and the bookstore operation will be assumed by the 
University for operating the store and that as long as the store i~ . 
operated, heat, lights, and utilities shall be furnished by the University. 
That a listing and itemization of all tangible personal property 
being transferred to the University by the Foundation is attached hereto and 
marked Exhibit "B:. 
All deeds, bills of sale for the above mentioned items of real and 
personal property shall be transferred and delivered by the Foundation 
to the University on or before July 1, 1969. 
It is the mutual understanding of the parties that upon these transfers 
being effected that on and after July 1, 1969, the University shall continue 
the operation of the college at Celina, Ohio, as an institution for higher 
education as a Branch Campus of Wright State University dependent upon 
legislative operating appropriations to be requested by the University. 
That it is the understanding but not necessarily a condition of this 
transfer that the administration and full-time faculty of the Western Ohio 
College shall become faculty of Wright State University subject to their 
meeting the academic standards of the Wright State University faculty. 
Finally, it is further the mutual understanding of the University 
and the Foundation that the Foundation will continue its work as a charitable 
non-profit copporation supporting the worthy educational and higher 
educational programs carried on by the University Branch Campus. The 
Foundation will do all in its power to represent, at a local level, the 
interest of the University and the successful operation of its branch at 
Celina, Ohio, and shall continue to maintain its scholarship programs 
and publicizing the availability of this educational program at Celina, 
Ohio, for the benefits of citizens of Northwestern Ohio. 
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Mr. Roger Stauffer, Resident Director of the present 
operation at Celina, offered a statement to the Board illustrating the 
progress made by the Western Ohio Educational Foundation since its 
inception in terms of student enrollment, faculty growth, and monetary 
investments. :rv'.lr. Stauffer concurred in the recommendation of Dr. 
Golding that the Board adopt the Memorandum of Understanding. 
Mr. Lucas moved the approval of the Memorandum of Understanding. 
The motion was seconded by Dr. Hardy. The Chairman called for 
a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Gelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
M. Division of Business Administration. 
Dean J. B. Black of the Division of Business Administration 
described the growth of the Division in terms of students, program, 
organization, and faculty. He noted in particular the trend toward 
providing management training in specialized and technical areas. 
Mr. Lucas expressed the appreciation of the Board to Dean 
Black for his service to the University. 
N. Clarification of Title to University Lands. 
Mr. White recommended the adoption of two Resolutions, one to 
The Ohio State University and one to Miami University, requesting 
the Boards of Trustees of those two universities to execute deeds 
clarifying the title of the lands occupied by Wright State University. 
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Mr. Jeffrey moved the adoption of the following two Resolutions: 
RESOLUTION 69-28 
WHEREAS Section 3352.14 of the Ohio Revised Code is written as 
follows: 
The Wright State Campus shall cease to 
exist when the Board of Trustees of Wright 
State University commences the exercise of 
its powers. Thereupon, the control of all 
lands, buildings, property, and equipment of 
the institution held by the Board of Trustees 
of Miami University and the Ohio State Uni­
versity for the institution or in trust for the 
institution, whether for the general or special 
use of the institution or for some purpose 
otherwise directed by the terms of a donation 
or bequest, shall be transferred to the Board 
of Trustees of the Wright State University. and 
WHEREAS pursuant to the provisions of Senate Bill 1No. 210 of the 106th 
General Assembly, as amended by Senate Bill No. 212 of the 107th General 
Assembly, the Board of Trustees of Wright State University commenced the 
exercise of its powers on October 1, 1967, by authority of Resolution 1968-3 
of the Ohio Board of Regents; therefore be it 
RESOLVED that the Board of Trustees of Wright State University 
respectfully requests the Board of Trustees of The Ohio State University to 
execute the prepared deed clarifying title to lands occupied by Wright State 
University; and be it further 
RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Board of Trustees shall transmit 
a copy of this Resolution to the Board of Trustees of The Ohio State 
University. 
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RESOLUTION 69-29 
WHEREAS Section 3352.14 of the Ohio Revised Code is written as 
follows: 
The Wright State Campus shall cease to 
exist when the Board of Trustees of Wright 
State University commences the exercise of 
its powers. Thereupon, the control of all 
lands, buildings, property, and equipment of 
the institution held by the Board of Trustees 
of Miami University and the Ohio State Uni­
versity for the institution or in trust for the 
institution, whether for the general or special 
use of the institution or for some purpose 
otherwise directed by the terms of a donation 
or bequest, shall be transferred to the Board 
of Trustees of the Wright State University. and 
WHEREAS pursuant to the provisions of Senate Bill No. 210 of the 
106th General Assembly, as amended by Senate Bill No. 212 of the 107th 
General Assembly, the Board of Trustees of Wright State University com­
menced the exercise of its powers on October 1, 1967, by authority of 
Resolution 1968-3 of the Ohio Board of Regents; therefore be it 
RESOLVED that the Board of Trustees of Wright State University 
respectfully requests the Board of Trustees of Miami University to execute 
the prepared deed clarifying title to lands occupied by Wright State Uni­
versity; and be it further 
RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Board of Trustees shall transmit 
a copy of this Resolution to the Board of Trustees of Miami University. 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Michael and unanimously adopted. 
0. Construction and Financing of New Residence Facility. 
Mr. White recommended the adoption of the fallowing measures 
pertaining to the construction and financing of the residence facilities adjacent 
to the University Center. 
1. Architect's Contract. 
Mr. Michael moved the ratification of the Architect's Contract 
between the University and Yount, Sullivan, & Lecklider, Architects, in the 
amount of $110, 843.18. 
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The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto. The Chairman called 
for a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
2. Construction Contracts. 
Mr. Lucas moved the ratification of the following seven 
construction contracts as recommended by the Director of the Ohio 
Department of Public Works. 
Peterson Construction Co. 
Wapakoneta, Ohio 
GENERAL $967' 000 
South East Mechanical Corporation 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
HEATING AND VENTILATING 184,820 
Norm Wooley Co. 
Dayton, Ohio 
PLUMBING 87' 500 
Updike Electric, Inc. 
Dayton, Ohio 
ELECTRIC 172,620 
Gem City Elevator Co. 
Dayton, Ohio 
ELEVATOR 37,326 
Amstore Corp. 
Muskegon, Michigan 
DORMITORY FURNITURE 113,013 
Fields & Assoc. 
Springfield, Ohio 
CARPET 21, 195 
TOTAL $1, 583, 47 4 
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The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto. The Chairman called 
for a roll call vote. The member's voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
3. Loan Agreement. 
Dr. Hardy moved the adoption of the following Loan 
Agreement Resolution: 
RESOLITTION 69-30 
RESOLITTION APPROVING AND PROVIDING FOR 
THE EXECITTION OF A LOAN AGREEMENT, AND 
NUMBERED CONTRACT NO. H (402)-3247, BY AND 
BETWEEN WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY AND THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BE IT RESOLVED BY the Board of Trustees of Wright State 
University that: 
SECTION 1. The pending Loan Agreement Numbered Contract 
No. H (402)-3247, and relating to the erection on the campus of Wright 
State University an educational institution of higher learning located 
in Dayton, Ohio, of a new dormitory to provide housing and appurtenant 
facilities for approximately 320 men and women students, by and 
between Wright State University and the United States of America, is 
hereby in all respects approved. 
SECTION 2. The President or the Business Manager of the 
University be and they are hereby authorized and directed to execute 
the said Loan Agreement in two counterparts on behalf of Wright State 
University and the Secretary of this Board of Trustees is hereby 
authorized and directed to impress and attest the official seal of 
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University on each such counterpart and to forward two such 
counterparts to the Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
together with such other documents relative to the approval and 
execution of such counterparts and to this Resolution as may be 
required by the Government. 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Jeffrey. The Chairman 
called for a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
4. Bond Resolution. 
Mr. Jeffrey moved the adoption of the following Bond 
Resolution and the attendant payment schedule. 
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RESOI,UTION R 69-31 
PROVIDING F'OR TIJE ISSUANC:b: OP $1,8l5, 000 WRIGHT STATE 
UNIVERSITY DORMITORY REVENtm BONDS, SEHIES A FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF PAYING THE COST OF CONSTRUCTING A NEW DORMI­
TORY BUD.iDING' WITHI!1 rrs CAMPUS' TO PROVIDE HC!JSING 
AND APPORTENANL' li'ACILI'l1IES FOR APPROXIMATEJ_,y 320 S'fUDENTS 
O.F THE Ul'fflJERSI'.i.'Y, PROVIDING FOR A PLEDGg OF RE.'VJ~NUES FOR 
THE PA'i"'M.F!NT OF SAID BONDS, AND AUTHORIZIJ\lG A TRUST AGREE­
MJ<~NT APPROPRIATE FOR THE PROTECTION AND DISPOSITION OF 
SUCH REVENUES AND TO l!'URTHER Sl~CURE THE PAYMENT OF THE 
PRINCIP.A.L AND INrl'EREST OF SUCH BONDS. 
WHEHEAS, the Boa.rd of Trustees of WRIGHT STATE UNIV1'.mSITY {herej.n 
called the 11 Board11 ) is vested with the control and management of Wright State 
University (herein called the "University", or, when the context admit:>, col­
lectively with the Boa:cd called the "University") under and by virtue of 
Ch[;J.pter 3352 of the Revised Ccd.e of Ohio; and 
WHEH.F.AS, by autho:-"ity of. Section 33l+5. 07 of the Hevi.sed Code of 
Ohio, the Board is authorized to acquire, construe·!; and equip> ma.in-Gain, 
repair, o.nd operate buildings, and sites therefor and. related equipment, 
wit.h:i.n or in cJose proximity to the campus of the University, S.? the Boa.rd. 
ms.y designate, to be used as, or in connection wi.th dormitories or other 
living quartiers, for students of the Univero:;ity; and, for the purpose of 
paying the costs thereof, or of any part thereof, or the repayment of 
any loans obt.i:d.i:ed for such pu:rposes, to use any funds in its possession 
derived from the operation or leasing of t~ny such buUdings, sites, and 
equipment under its coirl.:r.·01 , or out of funds bm.·rowed therefor, or out 
of fu;:1ds e.ppr0:p:de.tecl thex·efo:.v: by the e,eneral ti.ssembly, or out of funds 
2.1 
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or property received by gif't, grant, legacy, devise or otherwise, and law­
fully available for such purposes; and for the purpose of' paying a.11 or 
part of such costs the Board is further authorized thereby to borrow funds 
for such purposes upon such terms es the Boa.rd deems proper and issue notes 
or other written instruments evidencing such indebtedness, provided that 
such indebtedness shall not be a. claim against or llen upon any property 
of the State of Ohio or any property of or under the control of said Boa.rd 
excepting such parts of the revenues or receipts of the operation or owner­
ship of any such buildings under the control of the Board as it may pledge 
to secure the payment of such indebtedness and by authority of said Sec­
tion 331+5. 07 the Board is also authorized to j ssue such notes or other 
obligations payable as aforesaid in order to retire or refund outsta.ndine; 
notes or other obligations, matured or unmatured, to repay moneys previously 
borrowed or advanced under sald section or to reimburse funds of the Uni­
versity for amounts used under sa.J.d Section 33!~5.07; and 
WHEREAS, the Unlversity has determined to provide for the isrrn­
ancc of Dormitory Revenue Bonds e.nd, pursuant to the ':!.'rust Agreem£mt here­
ir, provj ded for, to pledge the net income from the dormitory facillties 
constitutine; the Project together with other Pledged Faciliti.es hoth as 
defined herein, and to provide in said 'I'rust Agreement f'or the issue.nee of 
such Bonde (herein called the Bonds) r:is from time to time authorized sub­
ject to the conditions contained in said Trust Agreement and for the issue 
of an initial series of $1,815,000 Serie::; A Bonds (herein called the Ser­
ies A Bonds, sub38CJ.uent series being referred to herc)n As Additional Bonds); 
and 
WI-IEHEl\8 ~ the Board by the adoption of this resolution has deter­
mined fl.nd confi.rn1cd the.t :i.t is nec:ess1ny to provide dormitory accommodations 
2.2 
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within the campus of the University and accordingly, hereby declares and 

determines that it is necessary to construct, within its campus, and equip 

a new dormitory building to provide housing and appurtenant facilities for ap­

proximately 320 students of the University (said building, together with all 

facilities and all things incidental thereto being herein referred to as the 

'Project'), pursuant to plans prepared by Yount, Sullivan and I,ccklider, Archi­
tects, , Ohio, and approved by the Department of Public 
Works of Ohio and by the Department of Housing. and Urban Development of the 
United States of America (herein called the" Government'', all as from time to 
tlme modified by the Architects and approved as aforesaid; and 
WHEREAS, the University has received estimates from said archi­
tects based upon contracts let and accordingly, estimates the costs of 
constructing and equipping the Project, including, without implied limita.­
tion, construction, equipment, site i.mprovem0nts, engineering, legal e.nd 
aJ.ministrative E.:xpenses, and any costs necessary to placing the Project 
in operatjon, together with provisions or contingencies at $ ; that 
it has determined to borrow the funds to pay part of the foregol.ng costs, 
e.ml contemplates entering into a Loan Ae;reement with the Government (Numbered c
tract H(402)-:32~), dated as of ___t_farch 1 , 196_2_, coveri~g 
Project No. CH-Ohio 237(D) (herein with any amendments therein called the 
11 I,oan Agrec1:lent') under which the Government agrees, sub,ject to the terms 
of the Loan Agreement, to purchase the $1,815,000 Dormitory Revenue Bonds, 
Series A, c~s hereinafter provided, to provide funds to pay the development 
costs of the Project other than movable equj_pment and to pll).ce the Project 
in operation; and that the University has funds otherwise lawfully avail­
able to p~y the balance of the foregoin3 costs, including that of the 
movable equipment a.nd to place the Proj0ct in operation; and 
on­
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W1IER.K~S, the Board desires to provide for the issuance of addi­
tional bonds (herein called Additional Bonds) as from time to time auth­
orized subject to the conditions contained in this resolution and the below 
mentioned Trust Agreement on a parity with the Series A Bonds (the Series 
A Bonds and such Additional Bonds from time to time 3.uthorized and out­
standing being herein collectively called the Bonds), to provide for the 
pledging, e,pplication and disposition of the Pledged Receipts herein iden­
tified, and to provide for the execution and delivery of a Trust Agree­
ment (herein called tbe 'I.'rust Agreeme~1t) to secure the Bonds; and 
WHEREAS, the University has not pledged or encumbered the Pledged 
Receipts except as provided herein and exce}_)t as the same may be pledged 
to secure the pe,yn~:mt o.f notes, issued for the interim construction 
finand.ng o:f the Projec:t, which notes are to be retj red from the p.coceedr:. 
of the Project Bonds, and which security shall. be expressly subordinated 
to the pledge herein prov~.ded; 
NOW, THEREFOR!!;, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of 'l'rustees of Wright 
State University: 
Section 1. Authorization, Purposa: and Designatio_~_()f Se_Fii:;s A 
Bornl.s. 'I.'he Board does hereby find and determine that it is necessary to 
construct the Project and to issue $1,81),000 of' Don:i.itory Revenue Bonds, 
Series A, of the Unj.versity pursuant to Section 33l+5.07 of the Revised 
Code of Ohio for the purpose of obtainjng funds to pay part of the Project 
Costs as herein a.efin:~d} and, to the extent of any balancEl, to be~ applied 
as provicl.ccl in Sect:i.on 4 hereof. Said Series A Bonds, together with any 
Additional Bonds issued pursu,":.:nt to this HeGolution and the Trust Agree­
ment, Ghall be payable as provided in Se::ction 5 of this Re~;olution from 
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the net income of all Pledged Facilities.. Said Series A Ronds shall be 
designa.ted Wright S.tate University Dormitory Revenue Bonds, Series A, and 
&l"e herein call.ed the Series A Bonds. 
Section 2a Terms of Series A Bondso The Series A Bonds shall 
be initially issued in coupon or fully reeistered form as may be requested 
by the ·Original Purchaser thereof and shall be exchangeable for f'u11y 
registere4 or coupon Bonds in the manner and on the terms provided in the 
Trust .Agreement. The Series A Bonds in coupon form shall be in the denomina­
tion of $5,000 each, shall be registrable as to principal and shall be dated 
May 1 ~ 19 69 • Series A Bonds in. i'u.l.ly registered form shall be 
in the denomination of $5,000, or any muJ.tipJ.e thereof, and shall be of a 
sine;le mR.turity of tht'! same sei·ies, provided) however~ that until S\lch tL"lle 
as the orisinal Purchaser or Purchasers requests the preparation of defini­
tive bonds, a. single multiple maturity fully registered bond without coupons 
mB.l'· be issued in an amount equal to the bonds ~ontracted for by said Pur­
chaser or Purchasers. Each Series A Bond j_n .fully registered :form shall be 
dated as of the interest payinent date on which it is authenticated or the 
interest payment date next precedine the date of its authentication, bu·t 
shall be dated the same date as the coupon Bonds if authenticated prior to 
the first interest payment date; provided tba.t if at the time of' authentica­
tion of any ful:cy registered Bond, interest is in defaul.t thereo11, such 
Series A Bond shall be dated as of the date to which interest has been po.id. 
At the request of the holder of' a. multiple maturity fully i·egbtered bond the Uni- · 
versity sh~-ll, at its expense and within 90 days from the da:tc of such request, 
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issue bonds in denominations of $5,000, as described in this Section 2, in 
aggregate principal amount ·equal to the unpaid principal of such bond. 
The Series A Coupon Bonds shall be numbered A-1 to A-363, inclu­
sive, and :f'ul1y registered Bonds without coupons shall be numbered a.s de­
termined by the Fiscal Officer. Series A Bonds shall bear interest payable 
semi-annually on May first and November first of each year, beginning Novem­
ber 1, 1969, until the principal sum is paid, at the rate or rates per annum 
stipulated in the bid or bids of the successful bidders and approved in writ­
ing by the F'iscul Officer of the University (or, in the case of Bonds pur­
chased by the Government pursuant to the Loan Agreement, at the rate specified 
in such Loan Ae;reemcnt), provided no rate shall exceed 6% per annum, and 
shall mature annually on May l in the years and amounts as follows: 
Year Amount Yea:;-:· 
----· 
Amount
1972-73 $25,000 1996-98 $55,000 
19711-79 30,000 1999-2001 6G,OOO 
1980-C\3 35,000 2002-03 65,000 
1981~-88 40,000 2004-o6 70,000 
1989-92 45,000 2007-08 75,000 
1993-95 50,000 2009 80,000 
2.6 
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The'principa.l and interest of the Series A Bonds shall be payable 
in any coin or currency which, on the respective dates of payment, is legal 
tender for the payment of debts due the United States of America, at the 
principal corporate trust office of the Trustee under the Trust Agreement 
or, at the option of the holder, at the principal office of the Paying Agent 
of the University in the Borough of Manhattan, City and State of New York, 
such Paying Agent initially to be the bank or trust company selected by the 
Original Purchaser and approved by the Ii'iscal Officer of the University; 
except that interest on fully registered Bonds is payable by check as pro­
vided in the Trust Agreement, and principal on fully registered Bonds may 
also be payable at such additional place or places, at the option of the 
holder as shall be designated by the l''iscal Officer of the University; pro­
vid13d, however, that the payment of principal and interest on a single 
multiple maturity fully resistered bond shall be made, if the Government 
is the registered owner, to the Federal Reserve Bank of Richrnond, Virginia, 
or to such other place as may from time to time be designated by the Govern­
ment. 
Series A Bonds maturing on and after May 1, 1972 
th:i:-ough May 1, 1979 , incJ.usivc, a.re not subject to call p:rior 
to mo.turity. The Series A Bonds maturlng on and a.fte.r May 1, 1980, 
may be cal.led for redemption in whole or in part in inverse order of matur­
Hy prior to the stated maturity thereof at the option of the Board on any 
interest payment date beginning November 1, 1979, or thereafter at par and 
accrued interest to the date fixed for redenipt:ton plu13 redemption premiums 
as follows: 
2.7 
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3% redeemed on or before May 1, 1984 
2-1/2!1/o if redeemed thereafter, but on or before May 1, 1988 
2% if redeemed thereafter, but on or before May 1, 1994 
1-1/2!1/o if redeemed thereafter, but on or before Me.y 1, 1998
1% redeemed thereafter, but on or before May 1, 2004 
O'/o if redeemed thereaf'ter 
If some but less than alJ. of the entire urunatured portion of the Series A 
Bonds of one maturity a.re to be called, the selection of bonds or portions 
of registered bonds of such maturity to be called shall be made by lot by 
the Trustee in such manner as the Trustee may determine. A registered bond 
shall have prepayment provisions consistent with the redemption rights re­
la.ting to coupon bonds which it replaces. If single multiple maturity fully 
registered bond or bonds is or a.re issued for the Series A Bonds, the ennua,l 
principal payments with respect thereto may be prepaid in the above manner, 
end, if the Government is the holder, the University may, at its optJ.on, 
prepay from funds aw»ilable therefor, on any interest pe.yment date, the en­
tire unpaid principal runotmt of the Series A Bonds or from time to time, in 
the inverse chronological order of the aforesaid installments, a le$ser 
proportion thereof in multiples of $5,000. 
Calls for redemption shall be made by notice ail specified in Sec­
tion 7 hereof, provided, that if the Series A Bond,-, are all registe-red, pub­
lished notice of redc:nption shall not be requirf.;d, but. notice by reg:tsterecl 
or certified mail shall be given not less th11n th:i.rty (30) days prior to the 
date of redemption to the reg:i.stered 01~ner or mmers a.t the c.ddress(es) appear­
ing on the Bond Registry. 
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Except in the case of redemption of Bonds which arc then redeemable 
without premium or in the case of redemption of Bonds of a particular series 
from surplus proceeds of such series, and except f'or redemption in connec­
tion w:l.th refunding an entire series for the purpose of reducing interest 
cost, no Bonds of any series may be called unless the same proportion of the 
then outstanding Bonds of each other series which are then callable are called 
at the same time. 
The Series A Bonds shall be executed by the Chair~a.n of the Bocrd 
or the President of the University and the Fiscal Officer of the University 
or the Secretary of' the Board, provided that all of such signatures may be 
facsimiles if. authorized by the law in effect at the t.ime of issuance> may 
bear the seal of the University or a facsimile thereof, and the interest 
coupons thereon shall bear the facsimile signature of the Fiscal Officer 
of the University or the Secretary of the Board of Trustees. 
The Series A Bonds shall have such other terms and conditions, and 
shall be issued, executed and delivered as provided by the applicable pro­
visions of the Trust Agreement, of the Loan Agreement, and of any applicable 
rules and regulations of the Government. 
Section 3. Sale of Series A Bonds. Subject to the provisions 
of Section 2 hereof', the Fiscal Officer of the Univerfli.ty is hereby auth­
orized to offer the Series A Bonds for sale, by advert:i.sement, to the 
hig~est P,idder based on the lowest net interest cost in such manner and 
on such terms not inconsistent with this Resolution and the Loan Agree­
ment as determined by the Fisc::i.l Officer of the University, and the 
Series A Bonds may be awarded, lssued and deJivered by such Fiscal Offi­
cer pursuant to such advertisement and bid; all subject, ho·,;ever, to the 
applicable provisions of' the Loo.n Agreement; and said oi'fi~er: is auth­
orized ·f;o take a.uy and all act:i.ons neceBse.ry tc1 c::i,rry out the terms 
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of such Loan Agreement and the requirements of the Government. The award 
of the Serfes A Bonds by saj.d officer to the successful purchaser or pur­
chasers (herein sometimes collectiirely c!".lled the "Original Purchaser") 
shall be evidenced by a Certificate of Award signed by said officer. 
Section 4. Allocation of Proceeds of Series A Bonds. The pro­
ceeds from the sale of Series A Bonds shall be allocated and applied by 
the University as follows: 
(1) The portion representing accrued J.nterest to the 
Debt Service Fund provided for in the 'I'rust Agreement to be 
held by the Trustee, Rnd the portion representing prcmiwn 
above par paid to the University for such Bonds, to the Debt 
Service Reserve Fund provided for in the 'I'rust Agreement. 
(2) To the University the amounts necessary to reimburse 
the Unjversity for amounts theretofore expended by it from 
other funds of the University, other than interim construction 
financing, to pa.y costs th:-'1.t would have been payable out of 
the Construction Fund as hereinafter· provided. 
(3) '11he balance of the proceeds to the "Construction 
FW1d" hereby established for the Project to be held. by tile 
Univend t.y in a separate deposit account or accounts (except 
when invested. as hereinafter provided) set up in a bank or 
banks thc.'l.t are merrtoers of the Federal Der,osit Insu:cance Cor­
poration and used tc> pe.y the costs of constructing and 
equippine the Project and all incidental expense.s of s8.id 
Project and the fj_nancing th8reof (including, j_n a.c:cord.ance 
with tlK:~ Loan Ae;reement, the repayment, with interest, of 
any amounts borrowed by the University to pay proj12ct crJsts 
payable from the Construction Fund). 
(!~) Any be.lance remaining in the Constru:..:tion Fund after 
payment or rei,nbursement of, or retention of funds su.fficien-G 
to pay, costs descr:Lbed in paragraph (3) above, shall be 
promptly applied to the extent possible for. the retirement at 
par plun S.C'crued interest in inverse order o.f matur:Lty of. 
Series A Bonds, if any, thf'n held by the Government anct any 
residu0 not needed for such retirement of Serj8s A Bond::> 
shall be transferred to the Debt Se:t·v:tce Reserve 1',und provided 
for in Section 5 below; provj_ded, however, the University shall 
have tb.e .cir:ht to w:i.thd.raw any such moneys representing addi­
tional funds deposited into the Const.ruction Fund by it, other 
then the proceecla of sale of the Series A Bonds, to finance 
the total cost of the Project, wh:i.ch m·e found to be unnec­
essary for such purpose. 
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The expressions "cost of constructing and equipping", 11 costs of 
the Project", and "project costs" as used in this Resolution or in the 
Trus·t Agreement shall mean the cost of construction work for the Project, 
fixed equipment and, to the extent pennitted by the Loan Agree­
ment other equipment, cost of necessary architectural and engineering 
, admin:lstrati.ve, and clerical costs, cost of land e.cquisi­
ti.on, necessary , interest during construction and other 
necessary miscellaneous expenses, and costs imposed by the Government to 
reimburse it f'or i.ts field expenses pursuant to the Loan Agreement. 
No part of the proceeds of Series A Bonds sold to the Government, 
any, shall be used to pay costs (including cost movable equipment or 
fees of a financial adv:tsor), which, under the Loan Agreement and the rules, 
regulations or practices of the Government may not be paid from proceeds 
of bonds purchased by the Government, and the proceeds of Series A Bonds 
pm·chased by the Governll!Gll"G shaLl be segregated in the Construction Fund 
a.s afore:>a.id to the extent necessary to effect the foregoing and none of 
the .funds in the Construction Fund shall be applied in any manner contrary 
t0 the I..oa.n Agreement. 
The Fiscal Officer of the Uni.vcrsi.ty sha.11 apply said Construc­
tion JJ'und pm·sua,nt to the foregoing provisions of this Section 4 to the 
payment of the costs of the Project. Any payment to be made with respect 
to a.n obligation under a const:rnction contract relating to the Project 
sho.D. be mc>.de only upon certification by a qualified arch:i.tect or engineer 
that such pr-1,yment is due under such contra.ct. The moneys to the credit of 
the Construction Fund shall, pendine; appl:i.ca:tion thereof as above set 
forth, be subj~ct to a lien and charge in fav.:,~· of the holders of Series A 
Bonds to the extent of their int~rest therein·, and the University 
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covenants tbat it will not cause or permit to be paid from sa.id Fund any 
funds except in compliance with the provisions of this Resolution and of 
the Trust Agreement. 
Moneys on deposit in the Construction Fund in excess of the 
estimated current dj.sburseruents on account of the Project for the next 
90 days may be deposited in time deposits in banli::s that are members of 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or may be invested by the 
Fiscal Officer of the University in such direct obligations of, or ob­
ligations the principal and interest of which are guaranteed by, the United 
States of America, which shall mature not later than 18 months after the date 
of such investment and which shall be subject to redempt:Lon at any time 
by the holder thereof. Such investments and.the proceeds of sale thereof 
shc;.11 constitute part of the Fund. Earnings from any such deposits or invest­
ments sball be deposited in the Construction Fund., The said investments may be 
sold, exchanc;ed or collected from t:Lme to time by the Fiscal Officer of 
the University. 
Section 5. A:Q_plicat:!:Q1~__2f_ Reccj_p_ts; S:e~ciaJ:__~':'.:'.1ds. There is 
hereby established a special fund Clesignated "Dormitory Hevenue Fund" 
(herein sometimes called the Revenue Funa), which fund sLall be maintained 
in a deposit account with a bank or trust company which is a member of 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporatio;1J or invested as herein authol'.'ized, 
in the n&.mc of tho University separate and dist:i.nct from all other funds 
of the Unive:csity, and which, subject to the witbdrawals and uses herel.n 
authorized, is plecle;ed. to and cbarged with tft.,_-, payment of the principal, 
interest, and premiurn, if any, on all the I~onds . 
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There maintained in the Revenue J.i'und, a.s an Opera.ting Re­
serve, such amount as is :from time to time determined by the Fiscal Officer 
the University as adequate and necessary for working capital for Operating 
and Maintenance Expenses (a.s def'ined in Section 10 hereof) of the Pledged Facilities. 
From and the issuance of the Series A Bonds, all. Pledged Re-
as in 10 hereof, shall be in Revenue 
Fund. 
The Revenue Fund, including the Operating Reserve, applied 
to pay when due the Opera.ting and Maintenance Expenses of the Pledged Facili­
ties provided, however, that nothing contained herein or in Trust 
ment shall be deemed to prohibit the Univr.:rsity of' its own from pay-
j_ng such expenses, or any portion thereof, from funds of the University 
lawfully ava:Ua.ble for the purpose. 
The remainder of the Revenue Fund, after therein the then 
current Operating Reserve and such amounts as may be needed for payment of 
said Operating and Maintenance Expenses, shall be applied as follows and in 
the following order of priority. 
First: Into the Dormitory Debt Service Ji'und (herein sometimes 
called the Debt Service Fund), ht:reby established and to be held by ·the 11rus­
tee as a sep8.ra.te 1und and used for the pa.yment of principal and interest on 
the Bonds, (l) on or before April 15th and October 15th 
' 
of each year, begiiming with the first such date next preceding the first 
interest payment da.te of' the Series A Bonds, amounts as shr"ll be sufficient, 
with other moneys on hand therein available for SU<'h purpose, to pe.y the 
interest due on the next ensuing interest payment date on all Bonds then out-· 
standing; (2) on or before Apr::il 15th and .October 15th 
of each ye::n', beginn:i.ng October 15, 1971, such equal semi-annual 
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amounts as be sufficient, with moneys then on hand therein av~ilable 
for such purpose, to for payment of the next ensuing serial princi­
on the May 1, on all Bonds then out-
,,~.,~~. .,,.,, and if any of such Bonds shall be term Bonds, to provide an amount 
annually necessary to retire (by call or otherwise) at or before maturity 
thereof term Bonds; (3) if Additional Bonds shall be issued under the 
Trust Agreement., such additional amounts at the times specified in (l) and 
(2) above, which amounts shall be not less th?..n necessary to provide in the 
Debt Servlce Fund amounts in addition to the amounts hereinbefore provided for 
the Series A Bonds, sufficient to pay in full interest and principal on all 
Add.itionu.l Bonds then outstfmding, as the same shall become due and payable; 
provided that no payments need be made to the Debt Service Fund so long as 
the amounts in the Debt Service Fund and Debt Service Reserve Fund aggregate 
at least the total princ.ipal and interest payable on all Bonds then outstand­
ing to the dates of the:i.1· respective ma.turities; 
Second: Into the Dormitory Debt ServicE.! Reserve Fund (herein 
sometimes ca.lJ.ed the Debt Service Reserre Fund), hereby established, and to be 
held by the Trustee as a separate fund for the payment of the Bonds as here­
in provlded, on O:-:' before April 15th and October 15th of 
each yea~.' beginninG October 15, 19 7J.., an amount at least equal to 
25 %of the amount payable on such deposit date into the Debt Service 
Fund, to the extent and so long as necessary to create and maintain in said 
Debt Service Reserve Fund the required reserve, namely, an amount equRl to 
the lare;est Prindpo.l and Interest Requirements in any subsequent Fiscal 
Year on all J3oncls at the time outstanding. 
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Third: At the close of each fiscal year, commencing with the :fiscal 
year in which the required reserve is established in the Debt Service Reserve 
J.i'und a.s described in para.graph Second above, into the Dormitory Repair and 
Replacement Reserve Fund (herein called the "Repair and Replacement Fund"), 
hereby established to be held by the Trustee as a separate fund to be C1.pplied 
as herein provided, an amount equal to twenty-five percent of the 
average annual debt service (principal and interest) 011 Bonds the 
outstandlng or sucb amcrunt as shall from time to tiJne be then available 
in Revenue Fund after first retaining therein the then Ope.rating F.eserve until 
the Fund shall a.ggrega.te an amount equal to five the cost of 
all Plec113ed F8.cilities, including furnishings e.nd movable , and 
after maintain in sa:i.d Fund. the required reserve, namely an amount eqt~a.1 to 
five percent of the of' the Pledged Facil1.ties as aforesaid provided, 
however, the annual amount. necessary to maintain said Fvnd need not be more 
than an amount equ3.l to twenty-five percent of the aggregate average annual 
debt service described fabovc. 
Fourth: On ApriJ. 15th and October 15th of each year, to the fore­
going funds, except for the Repair a.nd Replacement J:t"\md, such amounts as w.ay 
be necessary to make up ar,y previous deficiency in Erny deposits required by 
the for..;.golng paragraphs of this section. 
1''ifth: So long o.s there is no deficiency in any of the deposits pro­
videcl for in paragraphs lnrst through Third above, any amounts in the Revenue 
Fund, aft.er po.yment of a.11 current Opera.tine; and Mainter,ance Expennes and re­
serving th{:rein the then current Opera.ting Re.serve, and after making the re­
quired deposit in the Repo.ir ancl. Replacement Furid, at the close of each fiscal 
year may be used by the Unive:rsity for (i) the redemption of outstanding Bonds 
subject to redemption on the next interest pa:y11H:mt date, or (ii) for any 
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expenditures, including the payment of debt service (principal and interest), 
in improving or restoring any then existing Pledged Fa.cilities or providing 
the acquisition or construction of additional Pledged Facilities. 
The Debt Service :fund is pledged to and shal.1 be used by the Trus­
tee for the payment of principal and interest on the Bonds, and until re­
quired for such purposes, shall be invested by the Trustee in such Author­
ized.Investments, as defined in Section lO hereof, as the President or 
the Fiscal O:fficer of the University sha.l.1 direct in writing addressed 
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to the 'I'rustee, which writing shall determine that the maturity, or first 
date of at the option of the holder, o:f the respective invest­
ments is not later than the da.te on which such funds will be required for 
of such principal and interest. The Trustee shall transfer from 
the Debt Service Fux1d to the Paying Agents amounts sufficient to enable 
to pay when due principal and interest on the Bonds, 
or the Trustee. shall make such credit an·angem_ents with said Paying Agents 
as to permit such payments. 
'11he Debt Service Reserve Fund is pled.c;ed to, and shall be used 
. 
if other available are jnsufficient for that purpose, and, to the 
extent herein provided, for the purchase or redemption of' Bonds. Until 
requLced for such purpose, moneyB thcreln shal:J. be invested by the ':'rw:;tee 
in such Authorized Investments, as defined in Section 10 hereof; as the 
President or the Fiscal Officer of the University shall direct in writing, 
which investments $liall mature, or be redeenh:i.ble at the option of the 
holder, in not more than f'ive years from the date of investment. The 
Trustee shall·transfer from the Debt Service Reserve Fund to the Debt 
Service Funcl such a.mounts as are ne-::essary in addition to e.mou:1ts avail­
able in the Debt Service li'und, incJuc1.:i.ne:; funds tra·1~>ferred from the 
Rr:.plac.l~ment and Improvement Ftmcl, to pay when due .the principal and 
interest on the Bonds. 
Any amount<; in the Dc~bt SE rvice Reserve Fund in excess of the 
required rese:cve provided for in tld.s Parf•c;xo;ph Second, may be used to 
purclm.se Bonds for canc.::llaU.on or to redeem Bonds then subject to redenrp­
tion to the extent and in the manner from time to time requested j_n 
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writing by the P:resident or the J.t'isca.l Officer of the University. 'l'he pur­
chase price of Bonds purchased for cancellation sha1.1. not exceed their then 
prevailing call price, if any, nor exceed their fair market value. In de­
termining such excess over the required reserve, the required reserve shall 
be determined on the basis of only those Bonds to be outstanding after the 
redemption or purchase for cancellation of the Bonds to be redeemed or pur­
chased with such excess. 
The Repair and Replacement Fund is pledged to, and shall be .used 
by the Trustee, from time to time, as requested in writing by the President 
or Fiscal Officer of the University to pay the cost of unusual and extra­
ord:i.nary maintenance or repairs, renewa.;ts and replacements and the renovat­
ing or replacement of the furniture and equipment not paid a.s pa.rt of the 
operating und maintenance expenses of' the Pledged Facilities; provided, how·· 
ever, the Trustee sh<''.ll transfer from the Reriair and ReplaceP1ent Fund to 
the Debt Service Heserve Fund such amounts as are from time to time neces­
sary :i.n addition to the other amounts available in the Debt Reserve. Ser­
vice Fund to r1aj_ntein 1.n said Fund the required reserve described in Para­
graph Second above. Untj_J. requiJ'ed :for such purposes, the Repair and Re­
placement Fund shall be invested by the Trustee in Authorized Investments 
as defined in Section 10 hereof, m..:i.turinc; nr redeemable at the option of 
the holder in not more than :five years from the date of investment~ pro­
vided t.hat the a1:;onnts > and notice periods for withdrawal of such time 
deposits, and matm·ities and :redemptlori provisions of such investments 
sha.1.1. always be such as to keep available in this :B'und sufficient moneys 
for the purposes p:rovideCl. above and for auy deposits provided abcwe at 
the time needed for such purposBs. 
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The Fiscal Officer may deposit amounts in the Revenue Fund in 
time , or invest amounts in said Fund in Authorized Investments, 
as defined in Section 1.0 hereof, maturing, or redeemable by the holder, 
in not more than five years from the date of investment, provided that 
the amounts, and notice periods for withdrawal of such time deposits, and. 
matm·ities and. provisions of such investments shall always be 
such as to available in the Revenue Fu::i.d sufficient. moneys for pay­
ment of Operating and Maintenance Expenses and for the depos:!.ts provided 
above at the times needed for such purposes. 
Investments, including the interest and other and pro­
ceeds cf sa.le thereof' of any amounts in a Speeial Fund shall be addecl 
to that fund and used for the purpose of such Fu::id; provided, 
howeve::-.', that income from investments of' the Debt Serviee Rec:;erve Fund, 
up to the amount of such Fund in excess of the re:qu:tred reserve therein, 
may at the option of the University br::: transferred i:~t any time to the 
Debt Service Fund in anticipation of' interest and principal on th8 Born:'j.s 
to become due on future interest and prj.ncipal payinr.mt cl.ates, Such 
transfers shall be made by the '11 .custee upon the written dj.rections of 
the Prer.;ident or the 1''ibcal Officer of the University. 
Investments of amounts in the Debt Servlce Ji'und, the Debt Se:rv1ce 
Reserve Fund and the Repair and Replci,cement li'und shall be sold, excho.nged or 
collected :from time to time as dil:ectecl by the P1·esident or the ·Fiscal GiZfi­
cer of the University, and the Trustee sha).J_ be under no liability and have 
no responsib:ility in connection with such investment, or the sa,le, exche,nge 
·or collection thereof, provided, the directions of the officer acting are 
followed. Investments of' moneys in Special Funeis shn.J_l be valued at their 
face value an"ount or market value, wh:i.cheve:c is lowe:r. 
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Section 6. Additional Bonds. (a) The University shall have the 
right from time to time to issue Additional Bonds if necessary to pay the 
costs completing the Project or completing any projects for which other 
Bonds are issued. The Trustee shall authenticate and deliver such Bonds 
upon (but only upon) receipt of (1) a certificate of the President and the 
Fiscal Officer of the University, showing that the University is not in de­
f'ault in the performance of any of the covenants required to be perf'ormed 
by it in the Bond Resolution, the Trust Agreement or any supplement there­
to and is current in all payments required to be made thereunder, and 
stating that they know of no facts which, on the granting of the applicat.ion 
for the authentication of Additional Bonds then being made, would result in 
the University being in default in the perfonna.nce of a.ny of the covenants 
of the Trust Agreement required to be performed by it, and (2) such other 
documents evidencing compliance with this resolution as shall be required 
by the Trust Agrt:cment. Nothing herein or in the Trust Agreem~nt shall re­
quire any earnings cove:r:aee, or certificate with respect thereto, in connec­
tion with Additionn.l Bonds issued for completion of a project. 
(b) The University shall a.lso have the right :from tine to time 
to issue Add:i.tiona:L Bonus under the Trust Agreement to provide funds for 
purposes authorized by Section 33115. 07 of the Revised. Code of Ohio, includ­
ing without implied limit.at.ion construction and equipment by the University 
of buildings to be used as dormitories or as other living quarters or the 
refunding of outstanding bonds or notes issued under said Section 33~-5. 07. 
The Trustee shall v.uthent.ice:t.('! and deliver such Bonds 5.ssued under this 
subdivision (b) upon (but only upon) receipt of the doctunents required under 
Section 2.03 of the Trust Agrc:ement;this Section 6; e. ce.:rtificR.te of 
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an independent public accountant, employed by the University, show-
that the Income Available for Debt Service (as defj_ned in Section 10 
, for the fiscal. year next preceding the issuance of the Additional 
is equal to or greater than 1.25 times the average Principal and Inter­
Requirement (as defined in Section 10) on all bonds then outstanding; less 
such on any Bonds or portion of' fully registered Bonds which are 
to be redeemed or retired with the proceeds of such Additional Bonds, or with 
the proceeds of Additional Bonds theretofore issued, or to be redeemed or re­
tired concurrently with issuance of' such new Additional Bonds; and also a 
of the President and Fiscal Officer of the University (1) show­
ing that the Net Income Available for Debt Service (as defined in Section 10 
hereof) will be eq_ua:L ·t.o or greater than l.25 t:i.Jnes the average Princ:i..pal and 
Interest (as defined in Section 10) in any succeeding Fiscal Year 
on all Bonds to be outstanding hereunder immediately following the issuance 
of such Additional Bonds; (2) showing that there were not included in such 
Net Income Available for Debt Service any recelpts against wh5.ch there is 
any prior claim other than the use thereof for the Operating and Maintenance 
Expenses of the Pledged Facilities; and (3) furnishing such othe:r inform~:.tion 
in support o:f the f'oregoini:; as may reasonably be requested by the Trustee. 
( c) Jn the case of Additional Bonds to be fssued for the purpose 
of refunding or funJing any Bonds, prior to authentici:i,tion of such Additio11~l 
Bonds there shal.l be fm'nished to the Trustee evidence satisfactory to the 
Trustee (l) that provision has been made to assure that moneys sufficient 
to retlre the Bonds to h<:~ refunded or funded will be available in the 
possession of the Trustee at the time provided for reti:r:ement there­
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of under the plan for refunding or funding and are cominitted to such pur­
pose, and (2) that moneys sufficient to pay interest to accrue prior to 
such retirement on the Bonds (or on portions or fully registered Bonds) 
to be refWlded or funded have been deposited to the Debt Service Fund, 
without impairment of any provision or covenant or this resolution, and 
from sources other than the Revenue Fund and other than the Debt Service 
Reserve Fund except to the extent of any m9neys in such Special Funds in 
excess or the balance required to be maintained therein under the provisions 
or Section 5 hereof, the transfer of which excesc moneys for such purpose 
is hereby authorized, or will be deposited to the Debt Service Fund from 
earnings on direct obligations of the United States deposited with the· 
Tru~tce, or will be deposited to the Debt Service Fund from appropriate 
portions of' the proceeds from the sale of such Additione.l Bonds pursuant 
to the resolution authorizing such Bonds, or will be available in the 
Debt Service FWld from any combination of the a.foresa.id sources. 
(d) The resolution a.uthoriz:i.ng such Additional Boi.1<.'tf; shall conta:in 
such provisions as to Fund deposits and other covenants as shall be con­
sistent with t.he terms of this resolution rel.a.ting to all Bonds, shall 
not permit rcde1nption of such Add:itiona.l Bonds earlier than thE! first red.emp­
tion date or Bondo then outs'tandj.ng and then if only redeemable at a. prcmiu'll, 
shall be redeemn~le on e.n equal pro re.ta. ba.si.s with each series of Bonds then 
(,c.•tstand:i ug, which -will reflect the proportlon of the original a1nount of ea.ch 
ser5.es of &Inds out.s'l;a.nding a·I; the time of call, and shall provide for daposit 
of the proceeds of' sale thereof' in the app:i:-opriate funds in a manner sa.tis­
t.cr..tory to the Tnu:rl::ees to assure the use thereof for authorizea." purposes. 
Additic.ina.1 Bonds shall hav·c ms.turitles, interest rates, re:demption provisions, 
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denominations, and other provisions as provided in the resolution or resolu­
tions autho:r.iz:i.nc; their :issuance or sale, provided, however, such AddHiona.l 
Bonds shall mature on May 1 of each year of its maturitfos and interest on 
such Additional Bonds sha.11 be payable on May 1 and November 1, and, provided 
further, however, that such terms and provisions shall not be inconsistent 
with this resolution, the 
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Trust Agreement or the then outstanding Bonds. Additional Bonds sJ:i.all 
be payable from the Debt Service Fund and other Special Funds established 
by Section 5 of' this resolution7 as provided in this resolution, and 
secured by a pledge of the Pledged Receipts on a parity with the Project 
Bonds and other Additional Bonds. 
Section 7. Terms of All 13onds. All Bonds sball bear such desig­
nations as may be necessary to distinguish them from other series of Bonds 
bavine; different provisions. All Bonds shall be payable as tc both prin­
cipal and interest in lawful money of the United States, shall be in coupon 
form reg:Lstrar>le as to principal or in fully registered form as provided 
in the resolution author:i.z.ing them or in the Trur;t Agreement, shall be 
nee;ot:l.able instru.'l1ents and shall express on their face the purpose for 
w}tich they arc~ :i.sr:uc'd and th:.i.t they are issuec. purs\.iant to th:i.s resolut:Lnr1. 
The Bonds ancl coupons slk'111 be executed in the manner prov:Lcled 
in the resolution autborjzi.ng the:i.r issuance or in the manner provided 
by tbe Jaw ln effect a.t the time of thelr isS'..l:3.nce. In case any officer 
whose signature or a facsimile of whose si3natu.re shall appear on any 
Bonds or Coupons shall cease to be sucb officer before the j_ssvn.nce, 
authenti'.::nU.~m or delivery of such Bonds or Coupons, such sisnaturc or 
such f'~i.(;o~im.U.e shall ncve,·tlv~J.c:r;f; be valid and suffid.ent for all pm·t10ses, 
the ~>amc as if he had rcmoi.:Lnecl j n offj.ce until that time. 
Notice of redernpL:i.on of Bonds, specifyine; the desio;nation and 
nw11bcrs (arnl portions of fully registerect Bemus) to be called, shall be 
publishcc1 by the 'I'rustce on behalf of the Un:~vc:i:sity once a week for two 
consecut:i.ve weeh:; in a f'hw.ncial journal of :iational circu1atj.on 7 the first 
publication to be not l.ess than thirty (30) days prior to the rede111pLion 
do.tc. If Boncl.s or port.io l<> of n:giste:rc.:cl BoncLs a.re duly called for reJem1)­
2.21 
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tion and i:f oxi such redemption date moneys for the reder:1ption of all the 
Bonds to be redeemed, together with interest to the redemption date, shall 
be held by the Trustee or Paying Agents so as to be available therefor, 
then from and after such redemption date such Bonds or portions of regis­
tered Bonds shall cease to bear interest and any coupons for interest 
thereon maturing subsequent to the redemption date shall be void, and such 
Bonds or portions of registered Bonds shall no longer be deemed to be out­
standing hereunder. 
As providt~d. herein, the Bonds sba11 be equally and rat.ably payable 
fro:n, and SP.cured by, a pledge of the Plede;ed Rece:i.pts after provisions 
for the Opr~raU.nt:s and Maintenance Expenses of the Plecls;ed Faci.lities, .and 
anything in this resolution, the Bonds or the Trust Agree,nent to the con­
trary notwitl,stancUng, neither this resolution, the Bunds, nor the Trust 
Agrcem(rnt shn.11 be a claim ago.inst or a lien upon any propc:rty cf the 
State of Ohio or any property of or under the control of the J3oard. except 
such Plede,('~d HE:ceipts, and ne:i.ther the State of Ol1io nor the University 
shall be obHe;ated to po.y or provide for payment thereof from any fW1dS 
exct:;pt such Flede;ed Hec.:eipts; tbe Boncls arc not debts or bonded indebt­
ecl11css of the State, are not general obligations of the Stc:.te or the 
University, nett.her the full faith and credit of the ;:;tate nor of the 
Un:iversj.ty are pleclc;ecl to the:Lr payment and the Bonclholclerr> shall have 
no rie;ht to have e.ny taxcz; or excises levtcd, collect~cl or app1j.cd for 
or to the llayment of p.r:Lncipnl or interest thereon; provided; however, 
tlia.t notrdn0: h1~rcin sl1a.Jl be deemed to prol1:ibjt the Gn:iversity, of its 
own voJj t:Lo;·1, from mdnG to the extent it is lawfully authorized to do 
so; any of :its other rcsom:ces or revenlJc~s i'or the fuJf:Lllmcnt of any of 
the tenw3; coiidittono or oulj.f:.'/tt.:i.ons of the 'l'rnst At,::ceiaent, th:i.s reso­
lution or any of tbc }3oncb. 
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Section 8. Covenants of the University. The University cove­
nants with the holders of the Bonds and with the Trustee that as long as 
any of the Bonds a.re outstanding a.s follows: 
'l'o the extent consistent with dut.ies imposed on the Uni­
versity by law(and prior covenants, if any),the University will, while 
any of the Bonds remain outstanding, establish and maintain such parietal 
rules and fj_x and ad.ju.st the fees, charges and rates comprising the 
Pledged Receipts, so that the Pledr;ed Rr:ceipts will be sufficient to pay 
the Operating and Maintenance Expenses of the Pledged Facilities and pro­
vide for the payracnt of the prindpal and. interest on the Bonds and other 
payments to Special Ftmds required by Section 5 of this resolution. 
(b) 1'..,rom fund.s lawfully available, the University will cause 
the Project, and any project to be constructed from the proceec1s of Addi­
tional Bonds, to be compJ e·sed ancl equ:Lpped in an efticient and economj.cal 
ua~1n~..:r with rea.sonable d.if»patch, in compliance with all applicable laws, 
ordinances and ree;ulations, and, if substantj.al construction j_s involved., 
jn a mn.nncr consistent with the p.lans and recormnendations of responsible 
arcM.tccts or engineers. 
(c) Sub,jc~ct to the riu;ht of abandotL'Tient under conditions pro­
vided in the '11rust Ae;rcemcnt designed to prevent adverse effect of such 
abandonment on the expected carninc,s coverage of Debt Service, the Uni­
versity will maintain, pr..:servc and keep the Pledged Facilities in good 
repab:, 1.10r}::i.n13 (1rcler and. opcn:i.ting comUtion, or cause the same to be 
done, and will appJy the PJed~cd Receipts only as provided in Section 5 
of this resolution ancl in the rl'rust Ae;reem..::;1 L. 
(d) If requested in writ:i.nc::; by tbc· Trustee or Od g:inal Pur­
cha:>cr, the Univcr'::i ty will furnJ ~;h to the 'J'rust(·!C &.ncl. the Original Pur­
chaser 0f the Bomls wj.thin 120 <lays a:::'ter the close of each n.sca.l year 
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an annu'J.l rop,)rt of the accounts (including each Specie,l Fund provided 
for in Section 5 of this resolution) of the Pledc;ed F8.cili ties prepared 
a qua.lified accotmting firm operating generally throughout the United 
States, a national reputation and approved by· the Tru.stee, or pre­
pared by the State auditing official if the same be acceptable by the 
'11rustee or Orjs;j.na.l Purchaser making the aforesaid request for such annual 
report. 
(e) Tlle University will keep proper booi;:s of record and accounts 
separate from all other records and accounts, in which complete and cor­
rect ent~·:Les will be made of all transactions relating to th:: Pledged Facili­
ties ancl will at all reasonable times permit the Trustee, the Origim~l 
Purclmser or any holder or holders of 25% of the outstanding 13onds, or 
tl1ei L' antborizecl rc::presentative, to inspect the Pled[!;ed Facilities a:id 
any boob:;, document~; and vouchers rela.ting thereto. 
(f) The University will furnish heat, J_ie;ht, power, water, and 
other neeessary services to the Pledged Facil:i.ties at not in excess of 
reanonablc: cost. 
(g) '11he University will insure the Pledged FacilHies as required 
by the:; Trust Ae;rcement and app.ly the proceeds of sud1 inFm.rance as pro­
vided therein. 
(h) The Unive:esity wJ.11 observe and perform all j.ts agreements 
and obligations provided for by the Bonds, the Tnwt J\c;recmf:'5nt or thi. s 
resolution. 
In onJ.r::r to bettor secure the pr:1,y­
ment of the principal and jnterest on the Bonds, the Cllairma.n of the Board 
of 1.rrustec~> and the Pres:iclent of the Univerr1ity, or d.tt:er of them, sliall 
execute, ad'.nowlcclg0 an<l cleJJ.ver, a.r; ma.y be ·appropr:iat~, ancl the Sec re­
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tary of the Board of Trm;tees and the Fiscal Officer of the University, 
or either of them, are authorized to seal and attest, a Trust Agreement 
in form appropriate f'or the aforesaid purposes and in terms consistent 
with this resolution, subject to approval by this Board. Such 'l'rust 
Agreement shall constitute a part of this resolution as if ful1y set 
forth herein, including the provisions for supplementation, modification, 
alteration and severability contained in such Trust Agreement which shall 
also be applicable to this resolution, and this resolution shall comprise 
part of said Trust Agreement. 
Section 10. Definitions. In addition to the definitions set 
forth elsewhere in this re8oJ.utfrin, where the context permits, the fol­
lowtne; terms as used in this re~;olution or in the Trust Agreement shall 
have the foll.owing meard.ne.:;s: 
(1) "Additional Bond.s" shall mea.11 Boncls issued pursuant to Sec-
tj.on 6 of tbis resolutio1:. in addition to and on a parity with the Series 
A Bonds cir any other Adc1itiono.l Bonds then outstanding, and "Bonds" sbalJ. 
mean the Series A Bonds and Additional Bonds. 
(2) '"Ae;rc'c:ment" or "Trust Agreement" shall refer to tbr; 'l'rust 
Ae;reement hereinbc:'ore authorized as from time to tine supplementecl pur­
sua.nt to its tc:rmc;. 
(3) "Projec•t Costs" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 
(l~) 11 1-'J.ede;r~d F<tcilities 11 sh::i.:lJ. E,ean the Project, ancl all st rue-
tu.res, bi.i.:ilcU.ne;s, fE.lcjlj_tic)s, c·q:dpmcnt, and s:i.tes, con::;t:cueted, acq_uirccl, 
renovated, repe.:i.rr:cl, remocle J.ed or i1r1provec1, in who le or in pa:rt, from the 
proceeds of tht; sal0: of J\.cla·Lti 1'.>1w.l Bonds or from the proceeCJ.~; of insurance 
on damaged or destroyed Pleclced Facilit:i.es, and strnctm:es, bnildinr;s, 
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, equipment i:md sites which replace or are to replace any abandoned 
Pledged Fa.dlities if' the earnings test provided in the Trust Agreement f'or 
the abandonment o:f such facilities, without replacement, shall not have been 
) "Pledged Receipts" shall mean all revenues and receipts of the 
frcm the operation or ownership of Pledged Facilities including 
without implied limitation, annual grants of' a. recurring nature in aid of the 
University from the Federal or State govern.rnents, or any political subdivision 
thereof, to reduce the cost to the University of Principal and Interest Re­
quirements on Bonds at the time outstanding or to be issued as Additional Bonds, 
and such new or additional fees, charges, revenues or receipts of a recurring 
nature as the University shall hereafter lawfully pledge hereunder to ·secure 
all Bonds in connection with the issuance of Additional Bonds. 
(6) "Opr::ra:ting and Maintenance Expenses" of the Pl.edged Facilities 
shall mean necessary opera.ting expenses, current maintenance charges, ex­
penses of reasonable upkeep and repairs, properly allocated share of charges 
for insurance and all other expenses incident to the operation of Pledged 
Facilities, and including, without lj1niting the generality of the foregoing, 
taxes, fees, and exyenses of the 'l'rustee and paying a.gents in connection 
with the Bonds and the Special Funds and any expenses required to be paid 
by thin :i:eso] ution or tl1e Trust Agreement, and admin:l.strative expenses of 
the PJ.edr.;ed Fe c.iJ.ities :i.nclud:i.ng a. reasonable portion of' the general admini­
strative expenses of' the University properly allocable to the Pledged Facili­
ties under solmd accounting practices; but excluding provisions or cxpcndi­
turB for depreciation or extraordinary capite.l. replacements and pa.ymcnts to 
the Debt Service Fund, Debt Ser-vice Reserve! Fund., and Repair e.nd Replacement 
]'und. 
2.26 
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(7) "Net Income Available for Debt Service" shall mean: (a) In any 
F'iscaJ. Year the actual Plec1ged Receipts less the Operating and ¥.iainten­
ance Exp2nses of the Pledged Facilitie3 during the preceding Fiscal Year as 
certified by an independent public accountant employed by the University; and 
1 
the case of future estimates of Net Income Available for Debt Service, 
means the Pledged Receipts less the Operating and Maintenance Expenses of the 
Pledged Facilities during the preceding Fiscal Year as adju.sted to reflect the 
schedule of fees, rates and charges which, by action of the Board, were 
placed in effect since the beginning of said preceding Fiscal Year or are 
2.26(a) 
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to become effective at the beginning of the next semester, quarter or 
other school period, to reflect any new fees, charges, rew~nues or re­
plede;ed or to be pledged by the Board in the resolutfon authorizing 
such Additional Bonds to secure the payment of all Bonds, to give recog­
nition to anticipated changes :in Operating and Maintenance Expenses of 
the Facil:i.ties, and to eliminate net income from any Pledged 
Fac:i.lHies as to which estimated income is included under clauses (b) or 
(c) of this paragraph (r(); plus (b) the estima,ted annual net Pledged Re­
ceipts applicable to any Plede;ed Facilities which are then under construc­
tion or for which a full Fiscal Year'.3 opera.tine; experience is not available; 
plus (c) the estimated annual net Pledged Heceipts applicable to any 
Facilities tbe cost of which is to be financec1 in whole or in part by the 
sale of the Adel itional Bonds for wh:i.ch the ca.lculation of Net Income Ave.Li.able 
for Debt Service ls then being made. rrhe "estimated annual net Pledged. 
Recciptf; applicable to any Pleclged Fad litie8" as US(;d in this pan:i.grapi1 
(7) menns the estimated annual Pledged Receipts ap11licable to such PlerJ.c;cd 
1',o.ciliU.€·s, less the estimated annual Operating and Maintenance Expenses 
aJlocable thereto. 
(e) 11Pr:indpal and Interest Requirements" shall mean (i) the 
ff!lOlF\l:. required. in each Piscal Year for pa:..ring the principal of and the 
interest on all Bonds at tlte t.11r,e outstamLi.ng which shall become due:: and 
payable in such Fiscr:.l Year, except.inc; the principal payment due 1n any 
J.i':i.scal Yco.r on t~rm Boncl'; for 'ilhich lffOY:i.cdon ba.s been made~ for dcpc-E,j_ts 
into the Debt Service li'tmcl, and. (ij_) the a.mowrts rec1u-:.red to be dcpm;itcd 
in the same:: Fif:;cal Ye0.r in the:~ Debt 3-::~.cvice Ftmd on 0.ccmi"'.1.t of the princi­
pal of f;uch term Bonds. 
2.27 
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(9) "Special fu'1ds 11 shal.l mean the Revenue Fund, the Debt Service 
l"'und, the Debt Service Reserve Fund, the Replacement and Improvement Fund, 
and the Construction Fund provided for in this resolution. 
(10) "Trustee" refers to the 'l'rustee under the '!'rust Agreement. 
(ll) 11 0rie;inal Purchaser" shall !11.ean the original purchaser of the
A Bonds and additionally, where the term is used in connection with 
all Bonds, the original purchasers of Additional Bonds. 
 
(12) "Paying Agents 11 shall mean the banks or trust companies desig­
nated as the paying agencies for the Bonds pursuant to the resolutions author­
izing the issuance or sale thereof and their successors designated pursuant 
to the 'l'rust Agreement, and shall also mean the Trustee where the context admit1'. 
(13) "Fiscal Year" shall mean the twelve-month period ending on 
June 30 of each year or such other fiscal year as the University may hereafter 
adopt for keeping of books and accounts and for the financing reports required 
hereby. 
(14) "Fiscal Officer" shall mean the Business Mana.ger or the Trea­
surer of the University. 
(15) "Authorized Investments", a.s used with respect to investment 
o:f amounts :l.n the Debt Service Fund, and the Debt Service Reserve Fund and 
the Repa:tr and Replacement Fund shall mean direct obligations of the Ufd.te':l 
States of America and o1>lie;ations guaranteed as to both princips.1 and. inter­
est by the United States of America, and, as used with respect to investment 
of e.mounts in the Revenue I•\md and the Replacement and Improvement Fund shall 
mean the obligations heretofore descr:i.bed :i.n this paragraph (15) and, hi e.clai­
tion, obligations of af_!;cncies and instrumentalities of the United States of 
America and certificates of deposit issv.e<.l by banlrn or trust co~npanies organ­
ized under the laws of' the United States <·f America or a.ny ste,te thereof' which 
hnve a combined cri.pital ancl surpllw of at least· $10, 000 ~ 000. 
2.28 
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(16) "Officers". Ar1y ref'erence to en officer of the University 
o:r: Board in this resolution shall refer to the perRon holding such office 
or, of resignation, absenc(,, inca.pacity, va.ce.ni::y in such office, 
of function or change of title of the office, then the person per­
forming the duties or most of the duties of such office. 
(19) Statutory Authority. Any reference to Section 33lf5.07 of 
the Bevised Code of Ohio and to any other specific statutory authority shall 
mean such statutes as they now exist and as they a.re from time to time 
a.mended, supplemented or affected by later legislation, and shall include 
any provision enacted in substitution therefor or e.s an alternative thereto, 
provided that the obligation of the University to pay, from the Pledged Re­
ceipts a.s herein provided, the principRl of a.nd interest on the Bonds and 
the other payments ancl deposits as provided herein shall not thereby be hn­
paired. 
Section 11. General. The appropriate officers of the University 
and the Board, and each of them, the architects and engi11eers employ-eel .by 
the University, and the Trustee and the Payine Agents, are authorized. ancl 
di:rected to dq all. things necessary or proper to carry out the tenns e.nd 
provisjons of this resolution, and. the Trust Agreement, and to effect the 
execuU on, sale; and delivery of said Project Bonds in a.cco:rdance therewith. 
The oblieations imposed U]?on the Unive:rsity under this resolution o:r: the 
Trust Agreement ar.e established as duties specificnl1y en.joined upon the 
University, tlJe B(x.':l.rd nncl the officials of the University by law and result­
ing from their resi:;ective off.ices, trusts or stations within the men.nine; of 
Section 273lo0l of the Revised Code of Ohio. 
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Donnitory Number 1 

$1,815,000.00, 40 Year Bonds, Interest Rate 3% 

Total Int. & Operating Debt Service .Maintenanc:P. 
Year Interest Principal Reserve Reserve Fnd. Reserve 
1971 $ $ $ $ 102,950 $ $ 
1972 54,450 25,000 79,450 19,860 
1973 53,700 25,000 78,700 19,675 
1974 52,950 30,000 82,950 20,737 
1975 52,050 30,000 82,050 20,512 
1976 51,150 30,000 81,150 2,566 	 17,721 
1977 50,250 30,000 80,250 20,062 
1978 49,350 30,000 79,350 19,837 
1979 48,450 30,000 78,450 19,612 
1980 47,550 35,000 82,550 16,268 
1981 46,5oO 35,000 81,500 
1982 45,450 35,000 80,450 
1983 44,400 35,000 79,400 
1984 43,350 40,000 83,350 
1985 42,150 40,000 82,150 
1986 40,950 40,000 80,950 
1987 39,750 40,000 79,750 
1988 38,550 40,000 78,550 
1989 37,350 45,000 82,350 
1990 36,000 45,000 81,000 
1991 34;650 45,000 79,650 
1992 33,300 45,000 78,300 
1993 31,950 50,000 81,950 
1994 30,450 50,000 80,450 
1995 28,950 50,000 78,950 
1996 27,450 55,000 82,450 
1997 25,800 55,000 80,800 
1998 24,150 55,000 79,150 
1999 22,500 60,000 82,500 
2000 20,700 60,000 80,700 
2001 l.8,900 60,000 78,900 
2002 17,100 65,000 82,100 
2003 15,150 65,000 80,150 
2004 13,200 70,000 83,200 
2005 11,100 70,000 81,100 
2006 9,000 70,000 79,000 
2007 6,900 75,000 81,900 
2008 4,650 75,000 79,650 
2009 2,400 80,000 82,400 
'l'OI'AL $ 1,252,650 $ 1,815,000 $3,067,650 $ 102,950 $ 83,350 $ 93,500 
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The motion was seconded by Mr" Lucas" The Chalirman 
called for a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr" Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
M:r" Michael Aye 
Mr" Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
5. 	 Matters Incidental to the Construction and Financing 
of Dormitory F aciUties. 
Dr. Hardy moved the adoption of the following Resolution 
pertaining to matters incidental to the construction and finamcing of 
the dormitory facilities: 
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RESOLUTION 69-32 

FOR MATI'ERS INCIDENTAL TO THE 
nr.~,TC•rftcnTTl"!imT AND FINANCING OF DORMITORY 
Trustees (herein called the "Boa.rd") of 
...a.J...L.cu. the "University," or when the con­
the Board called the "University") has this 
Resolution and a Note Resolution (which resolutions, 
amended, supplemented or superseded prior to delivery 
of the mentioned Bonds, a.re herein called, respectively, the 
"Bond Resolution" and the "Note Resolution") providing :for the financing 
of a new dormitory building to prov-ide housing and appurtenant facilities 
for approximately 320 students (herein called the "Project"), and desires 
to make provision :for certain other matters incidental to the financing 
and construction of the ; and 
WHEREAS, the terms "Pledged Receipts," "Pledged Facilities," 
"Operating and Maintenance 11 1 and "Special Funds" shall have the 
same meanings herein as are prescribed for them in Section 10 of the Bond 
Resolution; and 
WBEREAS, the University desires to make provision consistent 
with and in furtherance of its covenants and agreements under the Bond 
Resolution, and further desires to make provision for certain other matters 
incidental to the financing and construction of the Project; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF WRIGHT 
STATE UNIVERSITY: 
Section 1. This Board of Trustees approves the plans and speci­
fications for the Project heretofore presented to the University and esti­
mates, based in part on construction bids, of costs of constructing and 
equipping the Project; and the President, Business Manager, and Treasurer 
of the University and the officers of this Board are each hereby authorized 
to do all things necessary and incidental to the execution, implementation 
and performance of construction contracts for the Project to be entered 
into in a manner consistent with applicable provisions of the Loan Agreement 
for the Project with the United States of America (Project No. CH-Ohio 
237(D))(herein called "Loan Agreement") to do all things necessary and 
incidental to the acquisition of equipment for and the placing of the 
Project in operation, and to take any and all actions necessary or appro­
priate for the interim financing authorized by the Note Resolution and 
to effect the sale of the $1,815,000 Donnitory Revenue Bonds, Series A. 
Section 2. The Board of Trustees and the University hereby 
establish such special bank accounts as may be required by the Bond ~eso­
lution and by the Note Resolution and the appropriate officers of the 
University are authorized to arrange for such accounts in such banks as 
the officer acting may determine consistent with applicable provisions 
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of the Loon Agreement and the Secretary of' the Board ls authorized to 
in the minutes as hereby adopted any standard forms of bank reso­
lutions required in connection with effecting the foregoing. 
3. Parietal Rules.. Until .further action by this Board 
of Trustees With respect thereto, the .following rules a.nd regulations 
with to the Pledged Facilities are hereby established; provided, 
however, that said rules and regulations shall be subject to, and applied 
enforced only to the extent consistent with, the legal duty to operate 
the University as a public University: 
(a) These rules and regulations are declared to be necessary 
in furtherance of' the purposes of the University to provide educational 
facilities and education, in that they are necessary in order to provide 
the credit to ccnstruct necessary dormitory facilities of the University, 
and do not conflict with the efficient operation of the University as 
an educational facility. 
(b) To the extent any surplus space should ever become available 
in the Pledged Facilities, and while any of the Bonds remain outstanding 
and unpaid, it shall be the duty of the officers of the University, to 
the extent practicable and subject to the conditions aforesaid, to enforce 
a rule requiring occupancy of the Pledged Facilities by students attending 
the University, and this provision shall be considered as a rule for 
guidance for said officers. 
(c) That in the event more space should become available for 
dormitory purposes than is required by students applying :for such space, 
and while any of the Bonds remain outstanding and unpaid, the officers 
of the University are hereby directed to give preference and priority 
to the use of all the space and services of the Pledged Facilities even 
if such preference results in the non-use of all or a part of any other 
similar space or facilities available at the University which may be 
suitable or usable for such purposes. 
(d) The officers of the University having charge of any ftJnctions 
relatine; to the operation of' the Plede;ed Facilities are hereby directed 
to manage the srune and cause them to be managed in such manner that the 
Pledeed Receipts will be adequate to pay the Operating and Maintenance 
Expenses of the Pledged Facilities and to provide the debt service on 
the Bonds,the required reserve therefor and the required payments into 
the Special Funds, all as provided in the Bond Resolution. 
Section 4. Room and Board Rates. Until further action by this 
Board of Trustees iu respect thereof, this Board hereby establish.es thl'.3 
following rates effective with the Fall session of 1S'70: 
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(a) 	 Room Rental: 
Room Rent (regular quarter) $200. 00 
Room Rent (each term of the fourth quarter, 
double occupancy) $100~00 
Room Rent (ea.ch term of the fourth quarter, 
single occupancy, if available) $150. 00 
(b) 	 Refunds. The refund policy for Room Rent for a regular 
quarter will be as follows: 
(1) 	 Withdrawal during the first and 
second weeks 75% Refund 
(2) 	 Withdrawal during the third week 50% Refund 
(3) 	 Withdrawal during the fourth week 25% Refund 
(4) 	 Withdrawal after the fourth week No Refund 
Provided further that the refund policy for Room Rent for 
each term of the fourth quarter will be as follows: 
(l) 	 Withdrawal during the first week 50% 
(2) 	 Withdrawal after the first week No Refund 
Provided further that no Room Rent will be returned upon 
withdrawal until thirty days have elapsed from the date 
of withdrawal. 
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The motion was seconded by Mr. Michael. The Chairman 
called for a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
6. Interim Finance Offer. 
Mr. White presented the following letter from Winters 
National Bank and Trust Company offering interim financing for the 
dormitory facilities. 
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M~y 26, 1969 
Mr. Fred A.. Whites 
Business Manager and Treasurer 
Wright State University 
Colonel Glenn Highway 
Dayton, Ohio 45431 
Dear Mr .. White: 
This letter confirms the commitment of Winters National Bank and 
Trust Company of Daytonc First National Bank of Dayton and Third 
National Bank and Trust Company to participate in $18 815g000o00 
Dormitory Renewal Note of Wright State University for the pur= 
pose of ·constructing a dormitory building to provide housing and 
apartment facilities for approximately 320 students@ 
These notes shall be drawn for eighteen {18) months with interest 
from the date of the note at the rate of .4.95% per annum.a payable 
at maturity or upon prepayment of all of the principal. 
It is understood that the participation in these notes will be 
55 percent by Winterse 24 percent by Third National and 21 per= 
cent by First National., 
We look forward to sharing in the growth of Wright State and 
appreciate your continued association with our local banksm 
Sincerely§ 
Robert c., SaJ!Mlllons 
Commercial Banking Officer 
RCS:;aj 
cc~ Mr., Robert Barth" Pres.identg First National Bank. 
Mr. K.,R~ Case. Vice President & Secretary§ 'Third National Bank 
ROBERT c. SAMMONS, COMMERCIAL BANKING OIFF!CER . 

40 NORTH MAIN STREET, CAYTON, OHIO 4!5401 • TELEPHONE 449-BBE!E! AREA CODE !513 
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7. Note Resolutiono 
Mr. Michael moved the adoption of the foUowing Note Resolution and 
Exhibit A, attached thereto: 
RE50LUTION 69-33 
Providing for· the issuance and a.ward of not more 
tha.'l'J. ~J.,815, 000 of Donnitory Revenue notes of Wright 
State University for the purpose of paying the cost 
of constructing a new dor.nitory building to· provide· 
housing and apJ?Urtenant facilities for a~proximately 
320 stude11ts of the University, and providing for 
other matters related to constructing, equipping a.nd 
financing of such donni torJ building. 
WHEREAS?i the Boa.rd of Trustees of 'f.Tright State University (herein 
ca..Ued the "Boa.rd') is vested '\"nth the control a."'ld ma..11age:n.e1'lt of Wright State 
University (herein callee!. t!~e "University, n or when the context ac1.'1lits collec.., 
tively with the Board eel.led the "Univ-ersityn), under and by virtue of Chapter 
3352 of the Revised Code of Ohio; and 
WHERF..AS, the Board has determined, and does hereby detemine and con­
firm, that it is necessary to provide dormitory facilities and, accordingly, 
that it is immediately .necessary to construct and equip e. dormitory building 
on the campus of the University to provide housing and appurtenant facilities for 
approximately 320 students (herein called the "Project"), the total cost of 
which is presently estimated to be $1,870:i000; and 
WHERF'.AS, the University has the su.'11 of $55, 000 available to pay the 
cost of equippins the Project a.nd ha.s detemined to 'borrow the :f\mds to pa.y 
the costs of constructing the Project and to issue its Dormitory ?.eYenue Bo:ids 
Series A, for the :Dermanent financing of the Project in the principal amount 
not to exceed $1,815,000 pursuant to Section 3345.07 of the Revised Code of 
Ohio, and pursuant to resolution of the Board duly adopted this da;y authorizing 
said Bonds (l~1ich resolution, a.s the sa.'lle may herea.~er be &'llended, supplemented 
or superseded herein ca.lled the ''Bond Resolutionn); and 
WHEREAS, the Boa.rd does hereby determine and declare that it is necessary 
to issue notes in the aggregate principal amount not to exceed $1,815,000 to PS\Y' 
the cost of constructing the Project and thereby provide interim construction 
financing prior to the ·issuance e.nd delivery of said Series A Bonds; and 
· 'WHEREAS, The Winters National Bank and Trust Canpany of Dayton, Da;yton,Ohio 
(herein called the "Original Purchasern) he.s submitted a. proposal for the purchase 
of sa.id notes in said aggresa.te amount at par plus a.ny accrued interest and at 
an interest rate of' 4.25 %per annum; · 
NOW:i THEREFORE, BE !':' RESOLVED by the Boa.rd of Trustees of Wright 
State University~ 
Section l.. It is hereby confirmed and declared tha.t it is necessary 
to construct the Project:1 a.nd tQ equip the same~ and to issue, a.nd there shall 
be issued, notes in the aggregate principal amount not to exceed $1,815~000 
pursuant to Section 33l~5.07 of' the Revised Code for the purpose of pa;ying the 
costs of' constructin~ the Project authorized to be paid f'rom the Construction 
Fund pursuant to the Bond Resolution. 
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Section 2 Said Notes shall be designated "Wrie;ht State University 
Revenue Hotes of 1969 11 (and are hereinafter called the "Notes"); 
sha.11 be elated as of their dates of issua..rice; shall mature 18 months 
from the suance of the first of the Hotes; may contain, as cletermined 
by the same and the Original Purchaser, provisions for 
prepayment of the University without penalty or premiun1 at par 
plus accrued prepa;'nnent date; and shall be executed and delivered 
at such time or times and such denominations (which denominations shall be 
$5,000 or any multiple thereof as req_uested by the Original Purchaser) as may 
be found necessary by the President or the Treasurer of the University for the 
purpose of of the Project, provided that the entire issue 
may be represented by a note. Said !Totes shall be numbered as determined 
by the President or the Treasurer of the University, shall bear interest at the 
rate of 4. 95 %per annum, payable seui-annually or at maturity as requested 
by the Original Purchaser, and upon prepayment of principal if such be provided 
for, shall be executed by the President or by the Treasurer of' the University; 
and the principal and be payal)le at the principal office of 
Winters National Bank and Trust Company of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio, 

(hereinafter called the Agent If). 

The definitive notes shall be substantially in the form attached hereto 
as R'Chibit A, the terms and covenants of which are incorporated herein, 1·rith such 
modifications t11erein and additions thereto as may be appropriate for issuance 
of the Hotes :in bcm·er or other unree;istered form, without coupons, or as may be 
a:;_:ipropriate to reflect the ter;:1s of the saJ.e thereof consistent vith this Resolution 
and ·with such changes therein, not substantially adverse to the University, 
as the President or the Treasurer of the University n:.ay approve. 
If the owner (in this called the "mmer") of a note issued 
pursuant to this "Resolution claims that such no~e has been lost, dec;troyed, or 
in-ongf'ully taken, the President or the Treasurei-- of the University are each 
authorized to cause to be executed and delivered a new note (in this-paragraph 
called the "replacement note") of like tenor and date (specifying on its face, 
however, that it is issued in place o:f the original note) in place of the original 
note, in accordance with and subject to the provisions of Section 1308.35 of the Revised 
Coce of Ohio ci,nd of this p<:i.ragr2~ph. The mmer' s ·notification and request pursuant 
to said Section 1308.35 shall be in writing, addressed to the President or the 
Treasurer of the University, and shall include evidence satisfactory to said 
President or Treasurer of the University of such loss, destruction, or wi·ongful 
taJdng and of his Oimership. The Treasurer of the Unive~si-ty or in his absence 
the Pres:i.d.ent of the University, is authorized to approve, so long as satisfactory 
to such officer, the indei'llnity bond that the 01mer shall file ·with the University 
as a condition to the issuance of a replacement note, and is further authorized 
to i.>npose other reasonable req_uirements, including a reg_uirement that the mmer pay 
the reasonable expenses and charges of the University in connection -with the 
issuance, execution and delivery of such replacement note, as conditions to the 
delivery of a replacement note. 
Section 3. The principal of and interest on said I'~otes shall be payable 
solely from (a) the "Pledc;ed Receipts" after providing only for the "Operating 
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I.Iaintenance D-":Penses, 11 if any, of the "Pledged Fad.lities tr as such terms 
are defined in the Bond Resolution, subject ·!;o the pledge thereof to the 
Series A Bonds upon the issuance of said Bonds, (b) income from investments 
of moneys in the ConstrLtction Fund to be established pursuant to this Resolution 
and the Dond Resolution, and (c) the proceeds CJf the sale of said Series A 
Bonds or notes issued pursuant to Section 3345.07 of the Revised Code o:f Ohio 
or other authorizing provision of law to refund the Notes authorized hereby; 
provided that neither the State of Ohio nor the Univ·ersity or its Board shall be 
obligated to pay the principal of or interest on such Notes from any other 
funds or source, nor shall such Hotes be a claim upon or lien against any 
property of the State of Ohio or a.11.y property of or under the control of the 
University or the Boe.rct except the Pledged Receipts, a."1d income from invest­
1-::ents of mone:rs in the Construction F\md as aforesaid, and said Eotes are 
not debts or bonded indeb !;cdness of the State, are not general obligations 
of the Ste,te or the University, and the full faith a.11d credit thereof are 
not pledged thereto and the noteholders shall have no right to have any 
or excises or applied for or to the payment of the 
thereof or interest thereon. 
In consideration of the loan evidenced by the Notes, the University 
a.rid its Board cove:iant and agree that they will do all things necessary to 
effect the issuance of and delivery, prior to the maturity of the I!otes, of 
said Series A Bonds or notes for the refundir:.g of the Hotes, pursuant to Section 
331+5 .07 of the ::\evised Code of Ohio or other authorizing provision of law, in 
such principal emount as shall be necessalJr to pay the principal of e.nd interest 
on tl1e l'Jotes, that they will do all tl1ings necessary to sell s"Jc:1 bonds or notes 
at the tine provided above and will accept such price and such interest rate as 
shall be necessary in order to effect such sale, and these obligations are es­
tablished as duties specifically enjoined by law upon the University and its 
officers, and result from their respective offices, trusts or stations withi::i 
the meaning of Section 2731.01 of the Revised Code of Ohio. 
Section 4. Said 1'Totes are hereby awarded, at par and under the 
terms and at the rate of interest aforesaid, to the Original Purchaser in 
accordance with its offer to purchase, and the President a.nd the Treasurer 
of t11e Universtty, and the Secretary of th:i.s Board, are authorized and 
directed to do all things necessary for the delivery of said Notes in ac­
cordance with said award and this Resolution. 
Section 5. The President and the Tr8asurer of the Universit;:r is each 
authorized to deposit the :proceeds from the sale of the Notes to the Construction 
Fund to be established pursue,nt to the Bond Resolution and such note proceeds 
shall be invested and applied to payment of costs of the Project as provided 
therein, and in a manner consistent with the Loan Agreement for the Project 
with the United States of America (herein called "Loan Agreement") for moneys 
credited to said Construction Fund. 
Section 6~ This Board approves the plans and specifications for the 
Project heretofore presented to the University, and estimates of construction 
costs for the Project; and the President and the Treasurer of the University, 
Sccrctary of the Board ai.~d other appropriate officers of the University are 
each hereby authorized to do all things necessalJr and incidental to the execu­
tion~ hnplementation and pRrfo11nance of construction contracts for the Project, 
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entered into or to be entered into upon tbe recomrr.endation of tbe Director 
of Works of Ohio, to do all tbings necessary and incidental to the 
i.tion of equipment and furnishings for the Project and the placing 
of the Project in operation, and to take any a.11d all actions necessary or 
appropriate for the interi.rn financing of the Project and to effect, at the 
appropriate time, the sale of the Project Bonds, all in a manner consistent 
with the Loan Agreement. 
Section 7. The Board and the University hereby establish such special 
bank accounts as may be required by the Bond Resolution, the Loan Agreement 
and by any interim financing a1Tangements in COTu'1ection with the Project, and the 
President or the Treasurer of the University is each authorized to arrange for 
such accounts in such banks as the officer acting may determine and tbe Secretary 
of the Board is authorized to include in the minutes as hereby adopted any 
standard forms of bank resolutions required in connection with effecting the 
foregoing. 
Section 8. Any reference herein or in Exhibit A hereto to Section 
3345.07 of the Revised Code of Ohio shall mean said section as it now exists 
and as it is from time to time amended, supplemented or affected by later 
legislation, a.11d shall include any provision enacted in substitution therefor 
or as a supple~ent thereto. 
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EXHIBll' A 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
STATE OF OHIO 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSr.rt 

DORMl'TORY REVENUE NOTE OF 1969 

$1,815,000 
KNCM ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS that WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY and its 
Board of Trustees (herein collectively called the 11University91 ), tor value re... 
cetved, hereby promise to pay, solely from the sources hereinafter set to.l"th 
to The Winters National Bank and Trust Company ot Da;ttoirn, Daztoo si 
Ohio , or order, the principa1 sum of 
ONE Mn.a'LION EIGHT HUI\,'DRED FIFrEEN THOOSAIID DOLLARS 
18 months after date hereof , provided that the University reserves the right 
to make prepayment at any time without penalty or premium at par plus accrued 
interest to the date of prepayment, and to pay interest thereon f'rom. the de.te 
hereof at the rate of four and ninety-five one hundredths percent (4.95 ~) 
per annum until payment of sucll! principal sum has been made or provided for, 
such interest to matu~ity or until prepayment ~ the principal hereof beiDg 
payable • The interest on this note and the p:idncipal. 
hereof are payable solely from (a) the u'Pledged Receipts10 after providilog for 
11 0pera.ting and Maintenance Expenses,, DV it aey' ot the ii Pledged Facilities"'0 &II 
such terms are defined in the Resolution authorizing the Dormitory Revenue 
Bonds, Series A, of the University (herein called the "Project Boo.dsuu) duly 
adopted by said Boa.rd of Trustees on June 3 , 1969~ subject to the 
pledge thereof to said Project Bonds upon the issuance of said Bonds~ (b) the 
income from investments of moneys in the Construction Fund established pwrsu­
ant to the aforesaid bond and note resolutions, and (c) the proceeds of the 
sale of revenue bonds or of notes i~sued pursuant to Section 3345.01 of th~ 
Revised Code of Ohio or other authorizing provisions ot law to refund tbie 
note; and neither the State of Obi@ nor the University or its Board of Trws­
tees is obligated to pay the same from 8nJf' other funds or source» nor shall 
this note be a claim against or lien upon @.ny property of the Stat~~ @~ all'D;f 
property of or under the control of th® University or Boa~d except the afore­
said Pledged Receipts, and income trom investments ot moneys in th~ Const?Uc~ 
tion. Fwld, and thbl note, as to both principal and interest, is n@t a debt @:if' 
·bonded indebtedness of the State, is not a general obligation ot the St~te ©r 
the University, and the :fUl.l faith and credit thereof ~re not p1edged ther®t~ 
and the noteholder shall have no right to have any taxes or excises levi®~~ 
collected or applied tor or to the payment of the principal. hereot' or inter= 
est hereon.. · 
The interest on this n~te and the principal hereot are payable ilill 

lawf'Ul money of the United State cf America at the principal ofti~e of 
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The Winters National Bank and Trust Comoan of Da on , Dayton , 
hereinafter called the "Paying Agent" without deduction for 
as the University's Paying Agent. The principal is payable 
upon presentation and surrender of this note, and interest is payable upon 
presentation of this note for notation for such payment thereon. 
This note is issued for the purpose of paying the costs of con­
structing a dormitory building on the campus of the University to provide 
housing and appurtenant facilities for approximately 320 students pursuant to 
and in full compliance with the general laws of the State of Ohio, particular­
ly Section 3345.07 of the Revised Code of Ohio, and pursuant to a Resolution 
of the Board of Trustees of said University duly adopted on the3rd day of 
June ,1969. -­
In consideration of the loan evidenced by this note, the University 
and its Board covenant and agree that they will do all things necessary to 
effect the issuance of and delivery, prior to the maturity of this note, of: 
revenue bonds or notes for the refunding of this note, pursuant to Section 
3345.07 of the Revised Code of Ohio or other authorizing provision of law, 
in such principal amount as shall be necessary to pay the principal of.and 
interest on this note, that they will do all things necessary to sell such 
bonds or notes at the time provided above and will accept such price and 
such interest rate as shall be necessary in order to effect such sale, and 
these obligations are established as duties specifically enjoined by law 
upon the University and its officers, and result from their respective offi­
ces, trusts or stations within the meaning of Section 2731.01 of the Revised 
Code of Ohio. 
This note is executed on behalf of said Board of Trustees of Wright 
State University solely in their capacity as such Trustees and shall not con­
stitute their personal obligations, either jointly or severally, in their in­
dividual capacities. 
AND IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED AND RECITED that all acts, conditions 
and things required by the Constitution and laws of the State of Ohio to 
happen, exist and be performed precedent to and in the issuance of this note, 
in order to make it a legal, valid and binding obligation of said University 
and its Board of Trustees, have happened, exist and been performed as so re­
·quired.. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Wright State University and its Board of Trus­
tees, jointly and severally, have caused this note to be signed by the Trea­
surer of the University, as of the day of , 1969. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY, and 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
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The motion was seconded by Mr. Crowl. The Chairman called 
for a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
P. Authority of Assistant Treasurer to Sign 
Mr. White recommended the adoption of a Resolution authorizing 
the Assistant Treasurer to approve expenditure vouchers and to sign 
disbursing checks. The Assistant Treasurer is to be bonded in 
appropriate amount. 
Mr. Jeffrey moved the adoption of the following Resolution: 
RESOLlTfION 69-34 
WHEREAS Resolution 68-32 adopted by this Board of Trustees 
on December 15, 1967, authorizes the President and the Business 
Manager and Treasurer to approve expenditure vouchers and to sign 
disbursing checks; and 
WHEREAS the need for such authorization has arisen during the 
absence of those two officers; therefore be it 
RESOLVED <:hat the Assistant Treasurer may approve expenditure 
vouchers and sign disbursing checks pursuant to conditions established 
by the Business Manager and Treasurer. 
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The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto. The Chairman called 
for a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Gelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays, The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
Q. Ratification of Research Contracts and Acceptance of Grants. 
M:r. White noted that through the Office of Research Development 
the University has entered into nine new or revised research contracts 
and has received two grants, as follows: 
Project llS - Short Course on Neutron Activation Analysis for 
College Teachers -- Atomic Energy Commission -- Original Dates 
12/8/67 through 9/30/68; Revised Dates: 2/2/69 through l/3lj70 -­
$8, 110 added to budget and time extended - - Supervisor changed from 
Dr. James Noel to Dr. Joseph Hemsky. 
Project 129 - Retraining of Teachers and Administrators - Dis­
advantaged Youth -- Office of Education -- Original Dates: 12/6/68 
through 6/25/69; Revised Dates: 12/6/68 through 9/30/69 -- $6, 986 
added to budget and time extended -- Dr. Madeline H. Apt. 
Loan of ONR Equipment - The Office of Naval Research has 
awarded the University a no-cost contract for the period of 9 /1/68 
through 8/31/73 providing equipment to conduct studies of physical 
and psychological stressors on human bio-electric responses which 
are related to concomitant motor and mental performance. 
Project 133 - Teaching Grant for Rehabilitation and Other 
Services - - Rehabilitation Services Administration - - 5/1 /69 through 
4/30/70 -- $18, 195 -- (WSU Cost Sharing Guaranteed $1, 896) -­
Mrs. Elenore Koch. 
Project 134 - Genetics Research - - National Science Foundation 
-- $100 sub grant of Project 116 -- Dr. Marvin Seiger. 
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Project 138 - Comparative Biochemistry of Purine Nucleosicle- - PHS, 
NIH, National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases - - 5 /1 /69 
through 4/30/70 -- $19,377 -- Dr. Emil P. Kmetec. 
ProJect 139 - Mechanism of the Aminomercuration Reaction, 
Public Health Service, National Institutes of Health, National Institute 
General Medical Sciences, June 1, 1969 - May 31, 1970, $10, 188, 
Dr. George Hess. 
Project 140 Instructional Scientific Equipment, National 
Science Foundation, Julyl, 1969-July31, 1971, $5,500, Dr. Jerry 
Hubschman. 
Project 141 - Instructional Scientific Equipment, Nati.onal 
Science Foundation, July 1, 1969 - July 31, 1971, $900, Dr. H. Ira 
Fritz. 
Grant - One grant in the amount of $52, 855 is designed for 
the purchase of instructional equipment for the Department of Biology and 
the Audio- Vi.sual Center of the University Library. 
Grant -The second grant in the amount of $53, 639 is for the 
purchase of television equipment and materials for closed-circuit 
dtrect instruction. 
Dr. Hardy moved the ratification of the foregoing research 
contracts and acceptance of the two grants as recommended. 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Jeffrey. The Chairman called 
for a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
R. Contract with Saga Foods. 
Mr. White recommended the ratification of the contract between 
the University and Saga Food Service, Inc., of Ohio, filed in the 
Contract File in the Office of the Business Manager and Treasurer. 
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Mr. Lucas moved the ratification of the contract as recommended. 
The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto. The Chairman called for 
a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
M:.. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted.' 
S. Contract with MISCO. 
Mr. White recommended the ratification of a contract between the 
University and the McCall Information Service Company (MfSCO), for 
the printing of serial listings of area libraries. The Contract is for 
a two-year period and covers computer time and printing services. 
Dr. Hardy moved the ratification of the contract as recommended. 
The motion was seconded by M:r. Michael. The Chairman called for 
a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
M:r. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
T. University Center Funding. 
Mr. White recommended the adoption of a Resolution appropriating 
dollar amounts of Student Service Fees and Student Facilities Fees charged 
and collected prior to the Fall Quarter, 1968, used for the construction 
and operation of the University Center. The amounts had been appropriated 
in blank by Resolution 68-40. 
M:r. Jeffrey moved the adoption of the following Resolution: 
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RESOLUTION 69-35 
WHEREAS the total costs incurred in constructing and operating 
the University Center are to be accounted for separately from other 
University funds; and 
WHEREAS Resolution 68-40, adopted by this Board on February 
13, 1968, appropriates in blank amount Student Service Fees and Student 
Facilities Fees charged and collected prior to the Fall Quarter, 1968, 
and certain other Pledged Receipts; therefore be it 
RESOLVED that the following amounts are appropriated from the 
Unappropriated Current General Fund to the Reserve for the University 
Center in the Appropriated Current General Fund: 
The Vending Machine Fund balance as of July 1, 
1967, from Miami University: $19, 127. 71 
The Student Facilities Fee portion of Instruction 
and General Fees for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1967, transferred from Miami 
University: 54, 557. 59 
The Student Facilities Fee for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 1968: 66, 834. 71 
The Vending Machine Income for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 1968: 7, 590. 07 
The Cafeteria Income for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1968: 12, 488. 30 
Total 160 598. 38 
and be it further 
RESOLVED that the foregoing appropriations are made retroactive 
to June 30, 1968. 
The motion was seconded by Dr. Hardy. The Chairman called for 
a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
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Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
U. Service Building Contracts. 
Mr. White recommended that the Business Manager and Treasurer 
be authorized to enter into contracts for the construction of a Service 
Building on the condition that the contracts are recommended by the 
Director of the Ohio Department of Public Works, and that all such 
contracts shall be submitted to the Board for ratification. 
Dr. Hardy moved the adoption of the recommendation. 
The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto. The Chairman called for 
a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
Mr. Michael Aye 
Mr.. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
V. New Security Policeman. 
Mr. White recommended the adoption of a Resolution appointing 
a replacement Special Policeman. 
Mr. Jeffrey moved the adoption of the fallowing Resolution: 
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RESOLUTION 69-36 
RESOLVED that the following person be appointed to 
the position of Special Policeman: 
LL CORNETT 
and be it further 
SOLVED that such Special Policeman shall take an oath of 
office, wear the badge of office, and shall give bond in the 
amount one thousand dollars to the State for the proper and 
faithful discharge of his duties. 
motion was seconded by Dr. Hardy and unanimously 
adopted. 
w. Hospital Medical Insurance. 
Mr. White recommended the adoption of a Resolution providing 
for the assumption of the cost o:f individual hospital and medlcal 
insurance by the University. Under the proposal the University 
would pay individual coverage :for all regular employees working 
more than half time and who are not covered by another plan. 
Persons on Special Contracts or employees who work less than 
half time would be allowed to participate in the group plan at thei.r 
own expense. Employees eligible for this individual coverage would 
have the option of obtaining family coverage at their own expense 
through payroll deduction for the additional charge. Where both 
spouses in a family are employed by the University and eligible for 
the insurance program, each will be furnished this individual 
coverage. If family coverage is desired by the couple the husband 
would assume, through payroll deduction, the difference between 
this double single premium and the cost of the family plan. 
This benefit will begin August 1, 1969 with payments due in 
July. 
Because there is legislation currently pending in the Ohio 
Legislature which would require the state to pay one-half the 
insurance premium for group health insurance plans covering state 
employees, any negotiations entered into by the University will be 
conducted in a manner responsive to related developments in the 
Ohio General Assembly. 
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Dr. Keto moved the adoption of the following Resolution: 
RESOLUTION 69-37 
WHEREAS Section 9. 90 of the Ohio Revised Code authorizes 
the governing board of any public institution of higher education to 
procure health insurance on behalf of its employees and to pay for funds 
under its control and available for such purpose all or any portion of 
the cost for such insurance; and 
WHEREAS the State of Ohio has in the past and continues to 
encourage the development of such insurance coverage via permissive 
legislation and consideration of cost-sharing plans by the state; 
therefore be it 
RESOLVED that beginning August 1, 1969, Wright State University 
shall provide individual hospital and medical insurance coverage under 
Blue Cross /Blue Shield or some comparable base plan insurance for 
all regular employees working more than half time and not covered by 
another plan; and be it further 
RESOLVED that persons on Special Contract or employees who 
work less than half time may participate in the health plan at their own 
expense; and be it further 
RESOLVED that any contractual agreements with the insurer 
shall be adaptable to any cost-sharing on the part of the State of Ohio 
as may be required by the Ohio General Assembly. 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Lucas. The Chairman called 
for a roll call vote. The members voted as follows: 
Mr. Crowl Aye 
Dr. Hardy Aye 
Mr. Jeffrey Aye 
Dr. Keto Aye 
Mr. Lucas Aye 
M:r. Michael Aye 
Mr. Oelman Aye 
The Secretary reported seven Ayes, no Nays. The Chairman 
declared the motion adopted. 
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VII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
No unfinished business was brought before the Board. 
VIII. NEW BUSINESS 
No new business was brought before the Board. 
IX. ADJOt}RNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:10 p. m. The next 
meeting was tentatively scheduled for July 22, July 29, or 
August 6. 
ATTEST: 
~ t:J ot;,___ 
Secretary ' 
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